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Abstract: The framework for Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR & PP) 
evaluation is to define a set of challenges, to obtain the system responses, and to 
assess the outcomes. The assessment of outcomes heavily relies on pathways, defined 
as sequences of events or actions that could potentially be followed by a State or a 
group of individuals in order to achieve a proliferation objective, with the defined 
threats as initiating events. There may be large number of segments connecting 
pathway stages (e.g. acquisition, processing, and fabrication for PR) which can lead to 
even larger number of pathways or scenarios through possible different combinations 
of segment connections, each with associated probabilities contributing to the overall 
risk. Clustering of these scenarios in specified stage attribute intervals is important for 
their tractable analysis and outcome assessment. A software tool for scenario 
generation and clustering (OSUPR) is developed that utilizes the PRCAUC code 
developed at the Brookhaven National Uaboratory for scenario generation and the K- 
means, mean shift and adaptive mean shift algorithms as possible clustering schemes. 
The results of the study using the Example Sodium Fast Breeder as an example 
system show that clustering facilitates the probabilistic or deterministic analysis of 
scenarios to identify system vulnerabilities and communication of the major risk 
contributors to stakeholders. The results of the study also show that the mean shift 
algorithm has the most potential for assisting the analysis of the scenarios generated 
by PRCALC.
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1. Introduction

The Generation IV Roadmap recommended the development of an evaluation methodology to define 
measures for proliferation resistance and physical protection (PR&PP) and to develop a methodology for 
evaluating them for the six nuclear energy systems proposed within the Generation IV program. The 
framework for PR & PP evaluation is to define a set of challenges, to obtain the system responses, and to 
assess the outcomes [1]. The assessment of outcomes heavily relies on pathways (or scenarios), defined as 
sequences of events or actions that could potentially be followed by a State or a group of individuals in 
order to achieve a proliferation objective [2], with the defined threats as initiating events. For each target, 
individual pathways are divided into segments through a systematic process and are analyzed using 
various methodologies (e.g. event trees, influence diagrams, success trees, dynamic probabilistic methods, 
and two-sided simulation methods). There may be large number of segments connecting pathway stages 
(e.g. acquisition, processing, and fabrication for PR). This will lead to even larger number of pathways 
through possible different combinations of segment connections, each with associated probabilities 
contributing to the overall risk. Clustering of these pathways in specified stage attribute intervals is 
important for their tractable analysis and outcome assessment.

This project explores the feasibility and performance of different pathway clustering schemes 
(Section 4) that can reduce the effort in pathway analysis and has produced a software tool for pathway 
clustering that utilizes the Markov probabilistic assessment model described in [3] for pathway generation 
(Section 2) and the Example Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (ESFR) [4] as an example system (Section 3). 
The clustered pathways then can be analyzed either probabilistically or deterministically using the 
software developed within the scope of this project (Section 5) to identify system vulnerabilities which 
facilitates the optimization of advanced nuclear energy systems from a proliferation risk reduction 
perspective as well as facilitating communication of the major risk contributors to stakeholders (Section 
6). Conclusion of the study and recommendations for future work are given in Section 7.

2. PRCALC - a Software Tool for Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection Assessment: 
Algorithm, Modeling

PRCALC is a software tool developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory [3] to estimate measures 
related to proliferation resistance. PRCALC uses the Markov approach for modeling proliferation 
scenarios by discrete stages that represent the end points of major activity modules. A diversion scenario 
transition between stages is represented by a Markov random process, which is exponentially distributed 
with parameter of mean duration of transition for time homogeneous process. The Markov approach 
offers many advantages that include the capabilities of integrating a large number of uncertainties of the 
systems, the unpredictability of human performance, the effect of the changing conditions with time 
embedded in the proliferation scenarios, and achieving probabilistic measures. Another important 
advantage that the Markov approach offers is flexibility, i.e., a single model can be created for a complete 
fuel cycle consisting of a large number of facilities (facilities are also called system elements in this 
study). A study can be performed either for the full fuel cycle or any subset of the facilities (system 
elements) or any particular facility (system element) in the fuel cycle accordingly by simply changing the 
associated parameters.
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As an example to the PRCALC approach, consider the diversion scenario shown in Fig. 1. State N  
indicates normal operation of a nuclear system element that contains certain amount of nuclear material. 
State d  represents an attempted diversion from the normal operating element. The diversion may be 
detected and ends up with State D that represents “being detected'’ by safeguards. The attempted 
diversion may fail due to intrinsic barriers and enter the State F  (failure), and if not, the diversion is 
considered successful, which is represented by State S  in Fig. 1. States F, S, and D are absorbing states.

Figure 1: Markov Transition Diagram for the Example Scenario [3]

The diversion can be modeled within the Markov framework through the differential equations

N{t) = -(Ad +AD)N(t)

b i t ) = ad n ( o

d(t)  = AdN{ t )~  (AF +As )d(t)

F(t)  = Apd(t)

S( t ) = Asd(t)

( 1)

At steady state, the sum of probabilities of being in three absorbing states is 1.0, i.e., the diversion 
may either be failed, detected, or successful. PRCALC outputs are the following:

• Probability of Detection (DP), the likelihood that a diversion attempt will be detected, which will 
invariably lead to the attempt being stopped

• Probability of Failure (PF), the likelihood that a diversion and clandestine conversion attempt will be 
thwarted by difficulties in obtaining material or converting it into a weapons-usable form

• Probability of Success (PS), the likelihood that a diversion attempt will result in the actor obtaining a 
Significant Quantity (SQ) equivalent of material1 and converting it into a weapons-usable form

1 In the PRCALC analysis, it is assumed that the detectability of diversion depends on the rate at which material is 
being diverted. For each possible stage of diversion a nonnalized diversion rate, a. is defined corresponding to a 
level of probability of detection by the safeguards employed. The assumption is made that the probability of 
detection is governed by a nonnal distribution as a function of diversion rate. At a value of 3a. detection is very 
certain (99.9%). At a level of 2a. detection is likely but extra time would be required to verify that diversion is in
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• Proliferation Time (PT), the time required in weeks to obtain 1 SQ equivalent of material and convert 
it to a weapons-usable form

• Material Type (MT), the mass-averaged attractiveness of material being diverted

3. Example Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (ESFR)

The ESFR [1, 4] is an actinide burner, capable of using light water reactor (LWR) Spent Fuel (SF) as 
an input. A reprocessing plant exists on-site, which separates plutonium and uranium from other actinides 
and fission products, and forms new ESFR fuel assemblies. Section 3.1 describes the ESFR system. The 
Markov modeling of the ESFR system is described in Section 3.2.

3.1 ESFR Description

The ESFR system consists of

• four identical sodium fast reactors,
• staging area/subassembly washing station adjacent to the reactor buildings used for fresh and spent 

fuel in transit and for washing spent fuel subassemblies before storage,
• storage building to store spent fuel discharged from the reactors and the re-fabricated fuel to be 

loaded to the reactors,
• light water reactor (LWR) spent fuel storage facility to store the LWR spent fuel as a source of make

up fissile material for the reactors, and,
• recycle facilities that dissolve and process the pins of spent fuel from LWR and ESFR reactors and 

cast new pins of fresh fuel (NF). In each facility, there is a transfer port where the transfer occurs 
between two facilities.

Figure 2 shows the key elements of the ESFR system along with material flows. The stages involved 
in the material flows are shown in Fig. 3. The role of the LWR related elements in Fig. 3 is to provide an 
external source of transuranics (TRU) and uranium product. Recycle Elements I and II reprocess the spent 
fuel (SF) to produce mixed TRU and uranium fresh fuel that will be shipped back to the ESFR. Recycle 
Element II-1.1 provides external sources of uranium and TRU only. Recycle Element II-1.2 disassembles 
the ESFR SF assemblies. Recycle Element I processes the bulk spent fuel electrochemically and produces 
the TRU and uranium, which is used to fabricate fresh fuel pins and assemblies in Recycle Element II-2. 
The new fuel is shipped from Recycle Element II-2 to the spent fuel and new fuel (SF & NF) storage cell. 
Available safeguards for the ESFR system and their descriptions are shown in Tables I & II. In Table I the 
Recycle Elements are highlighted in bold type. Detection times for these safeguards approaches are 
shown in Table III.

3.2 The Markov Model of the ESFR System

progress. The actual value for a in terms of “equivalent” SQ depends on the mode of safeguards and the form of the 
material in a fuel cycle stage. Thus, in the PRCALC analysis of a diversion scenario, detection time is not a constant 
but is affected by the rate of diversion. The rate of diversion is provided for each stage at which diversion is 
occurring in terms of a multiple of the normalized diversion rate for that stage.
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The states of the Markov model are defined based on material stocks and flows and consist of the 
following:

• Normal states representing routine operations (e.g. disassembly, chopping)
• Detected states corresponding to diversion effort from a stage being detected
• Failure states representing diversion failure from a stage due to intrinsic barriers
• Failure states representing diversion failure from a stage due to the capability and technical 

knowledge of the proliferators
• Success state corresponding to the production of 1 SQ weapon-usable material

The Markov transition diagram for the full ESFR energy system is shown in Fig. 4. Each ESFR 
system stage in Fig. 3 is regarded as a potential target of diversion, and the diversion paths are represented 
using dashed lines. It is assumed that a PUREX-like clandestine facility exists for reprocessing the 
diverted material, purifying plutonium, and converting it into a metal. Even after successful diversion of 
material into the clandestine system elements, proliferators may still fail and end up with the technical 
failure state due to technical difficulties in the reprocessing of the diverted material. Success can be 
reached only if the proliferators overcome all the safeguards, intrinsic barriers, and technical difficulties 
of reprocessing.
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Table I: Available Safeguards for the ESFR System [1]
Stage
No. Stage Form of Output Material Available Safeguards Approaches

I
LWR SF Storage Pin/Assembly IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2H, 3A, 4B, 4C
Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel Pin/Assembly IB, 1C, ID, 1G, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2E, 3A

II
Transfer Port Pin/Assembly IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2H, 3A, 4B, 4C
ESFR Reactor Pin/Assembly 1A, IB, ID, 1G, 1H, 2G, 3B, 4A

III
Transfer Pin/Assembly IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2H, 3A, 4B, 4C
Storage Basket: Spent Fuel Pin/Assembly

IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2H, 3A, 4B, 4C

IV Transfer Port Pin/Assembly
V Transfer Pin/Assembly
VI Staging/Washing Area Pin/Assembly
VII Transfer Port Pin/Assembly
VIII Transfer Pin/Assembly
IX SF & NF Storage Cell Pin/Assembly IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2H, 3A, 4B, 4C 

(for spent fuel), IB, 1C, ID, 1G, 2A, 2B, 
2C, 2E (for fresh fuel)

X Transfer Port Pin/Assembly
XI Transfer Pin/Assembly

XII
Recycle Element II-1.1 Pin/Assembly IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2H, 3A, 3D, 4B, 

4CRecycle Element II-1.2 Pin/Disassembly)

XIII Recycle 
Element I

Chopping Bulk (Chopped Pin) IB, ID, IE, IF, 1G, 2F, 3A, 3D, 3E
Electro-
Refiner

Bulk (U-metal and TRU- 
salt 2F, 3A, 3D, 3EU-product

Processing
Bulk (Ingot o f U-metal 
and TRU-salt)

TRU
Extraction

Bulk (TRU-metal ingot 
and salt) IB, ID, IE, 2F, 3A, 3D

Product
Preparation Pin (Pin pre-form) IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2F, 3A

XIV Recycle 
Element II-2

Pin
Fabrication Pin IB, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2D, 2F, 2H, 3A, 3D, 

3E, 4B, 4CAssembly Assembly

XV Transportation Depends on forms of 
diverted material None because no additional protocols are 

assumed for undeclared elementsXVI PUREX Bulk
XVII Fabrication Bulk

Table II: Safeguard Descriptions for the ESFR System [1]
1A Comparison of records of power history and shutdown dates at International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspection
IB Comparison of inspector and system element book inventory listing (BIL) at IAEA inspection
1C Comparison of fresh fuel shipment and receipt inventory change reports (ICRs) when the fresh fuel is shipped
ID Comparison of outstanding state transfer documents (STDs) with subsequent receipt and shipment ICRs from reactor when the 

transfer occurs from reactor
IE Comparison of (SF) shipment ICRs and STDs with crane movement records (CMR) when SF is moved
IF Comparison of SF shipment and receipt ICRs when SF is shipped
1G Comparison of state system for accountancy and control reports
1H Comparison of records of power history with reported nuclear material production and loss at IAEA inspection
2A Comparison of system BIE with item count and or mass
2B Visual inspection of fresh fuel/SF or other types of material
2C Comparison of fuel element identification number with system element BIE
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2D Comparison of number o f assemblies exhibiting Cerenkov glow with number of assemblies reported recently irradiated using 
different devices

2E Comparison of measured value of fresh fuel enrichment with BIE value
2F Comparison of total assembly 235U content of plutonium with value as measured by active neutron method and plutonium assay using 

Pu/Cm ratio technique via destructive analysis (DA)
2G Comparison of measured bumup with bumup value on system element BIE
2H Gamma spectroscopy of spent fuel via nondestmctive analysis (NDA) that indicates whether the fuel has been irradiated
3A Comparison of surveillance record in SF pool area and other system elements with the CMR for casks of SF or fresh fuel
3B Review of surveillance in reactor area for undeclared shutdown and head removal or unusual activity during refueling
3C Review of surveillance record for shipment or receipt of fuel during refueling
3D Nearly real-time accounting and monitoring system, including using neutron counting to determine the amount of transferred material 

to be protected
3E Assay of Pu via Pu/Cm ratio and NDA
4A Analysis of seal on reactor vessel
4B Analysis of seal of spent-/fresh-fuel shipping cask
4C Analysis of seal of safeguards equipment

Table III: Detection Time for Various IAEA Safeguards Approaches [1]
Safeguards
Approaches Tj T1 DA T1 VA T — T  T  "F T1 D I  DA VA

1A 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly3 Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

IB 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

i c b 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

lDb 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

lEb 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

lFb 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

1G 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel

1H 2 to 3 months for spent fuel; 
1 month for fresh fuel Quickly Quickly 11 weeks for spent fuel; 

5 weeks for fresh fuel
2A 52 weeks Days Quickly 53 weeks
2B 52 weeks Days Quickly 53 weeks
2C 52 weeks Days Quickly 53 weeks
2D 52 weeks Quickly Quickly 53 weeks
2E 52 weeks Days Quickly 53 weeks
2F 52 weeks Quickly Quickly 53 weeks
2G 52 weeks Days Quickly 53 weeks
2H 52 weeks Quickly Quickly 53 weeks
3A Days Quickly Quickly 1 week
3B Days Quickly Quickly 1 week
3C Days Quickly Quickly 1 week
3D Quickly Quickly Quickly < 1 week
3E Quickly Quickly Quickly 1 week
4A 2 to 3 months Days 2 weeks 13 weeks
4B 2 to 3 months Days 2 weeks 13 weeks
4C 2 to 3 months Days 2 weeks 13 weeks

a Assumed to be typically < 1 day.
bTimes of 1C, ID, IE, and IF depend on the frequency of shipment or transfer of either fresh fuel or spent fuel. Therefore, the 
numbers are subject to changes according to operation practices.
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4. Overview of Clustering Schemes Under Consideration

Clustering is the process of organizing objects into groups whose members are in some way similar. 
A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are similar to each other and are dissimilar to the 
objects belonging to the other clusters [5], For the purposes of this project, each object under 
consideration is a vector whose elements are possible diversion rates from the stages shown in Table I, as 
well as the Safeguard Approaches 1 through 4 (see Table II) implemented. These vectors represent 
different diversion scenarios and constitute points x (/= 1...../) in a 23x4 = 92 dimensional space, 
including Recycle sub-stages. The three clustering algorithms that have been considered within the scope 
of this project are described in Sections 4.1 through 4.3 [6],

4.1 K-Means Algorithm

A'-mcans clustering is used to partition data into K  clusters, so that each data point x, (i=l,...,«) is

assigned to the cluster with the closest mean. The algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is an iterative procedure, 
which improves initial estimates for AT-means m ,. m2, ..., mk. Each iteration consists of two steps: the 
assignment step, where observations are assigned to the cluster with the closest mean, and the update step, 
where the cluster means are recalculated based on the new cluster assignments (see Algorithm 1).

The main advantage of the A'-mcans clustering is its efficiency, which results in extensive 
applicability of the method. On the other hand, the number of clusters K  needs to be defined a priori. The 
initialization of the means mb m2, ..., mk is often performed by randomly picking K  data points. Note that 
the algorithm is sensitive to the initialization: different initial means may yield different clustering results. 
The algorithm is also sensitive to outliers (the points that are distinct from the rest of the data distance- 
vise). Another drawback of the A'-mcans method is its inability to handle unbalanced clusters and non- 
globular shapes.

1: p ick k  p o in ts  as in it ia l c lu s te r m eans m b m k 

2 : repeat
/ /  assign each o b je c t to  th e  c losest c lu s te r m ean 

3: for all x ; e  X  do

4: id (x ;) =  argm in  dist(xj, m  )

5: end for
/ /  re c o m p u te  th e  c lu s te r m eans 

6: for i = 1 to k  do
7: m t = mean/%) for (x | id(x) = z)
8: end for
9: until mk have n o t changed

Algorithm 1. K-means clustering

Several algorithms that determine the num ber o f  clusters K  autom atically have also been proposed in 
the literature. A common approach is to evaluate clustering outcomes with different num ber o f  clusters
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based on a certain scoring function. Some scoring functions proposed in the literature to evaluate 
clustering outcomes are the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [8], Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC) [9], Cluster Cohesion Coefficient (CCC) [10] and Anderson-Darling Test (ADT) [11], These 
scoring functions are presented in Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and (5), respectively.

The BIC score of a model C for a given dataset X  with K  clusters is computed as

BIC{C\X)= £ (X |C )—flo g n , (2)

where L(X\C)  is the log-likelihood of dataset X given the model C , p = k(d  + 1), d  is the dimensionality 
and n is the number of points in X. The model C  resulting in the highest BIC score is assumed to be the 
best model for the given dataset X. Similarly, the AIC score is defined as

AIC(C\X) = £ ( X \ C ) - p .  (3)

Both BIC and AIC try to balance the goodness of fit with the function of the number of parameters 
used to describe the model. BIC penalizes the complexity of the model more heavily compared to AIC. 
The CCC is based on the inter- and intra-cluster similarity, where the desired grouping results in high 
similarity within the same cluster and low similarity among the members of different clusters. The CCC 
for a cluster c, can be computed as

CCCt = — I /ec. Bj~Aj „ (4)
1 N t ■‘W e c i m a x ( A j , B j )

where N f is the number of points in cluster Aj is the maximum distance between the point j  and all other
points in the same cluster, and B} is the minimum distance between the point j  and all other points that
belong to other clusters.

The ADT is a powerful normality test based on the empirical cumulative distribution function. The 
test is based on the Anderson-Darling statistic, which is computed as

A2(Z) = -^E F = i(2 i -  l)[log(z;) + log(l -  zn+1_i)] -  n. (5)

Here z t = Fix/),  where F  is the A(0.1) cumulative distribution function. This statistic is used to 
decide whether the members of the same cluster are sampled from a Gaussian distribution, so that the 
cluster is further split if the test fails.

4.2 Mean-Shift Algorithm

Mean-shift algorithm assumes that the data points are sampled from an underlying probability density 
function with the objective to locate the cluster centers as the modes (local maxima) of this probability 
density. Kernel density estimate for n points in a rZ-dimensional space with a kernel K(x) and bandwidth 
h can be formulated as
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x - x ,

7 =  1 h
(6)

For radially symmetric kernels, X (x )  = Cjyifll X ||2), where Ck d is a normalization constant. The 

gradient of the estimator in Eq. (6) can be computed as

f 2 A f 2̂x -x , ck,d P x -x .
h nhd+2 hV V _ 1 V _

l * i g h

2 Y

f 2̂
x -  X -

2 gi=i h
_ V J

— X (7 )

where g(x)=-AJ(x). The second term in Eq. (7) is the mean-shift vector mA(x) at point x. The direction of 
the mean-shift vector is always in the direction of the gradient, which is the direction of the maximum 
change. Note that the gradient is 0 at the modes.

Mean-shift algorithm locates the kernel modes by successive translations of a kernel window by a 
mean-shift vector mA(x) until convergence, which occurs when || m Zj(x) || is equal to 0 or is below a

predetermined cutoff value (e). To form the clusters, each data point is assigned to the closest mode. 
Unlike A-means, mean-shift clustering does not require the number of clusters to be predefined and can 
handle arbitrary shaped clusters.

4.3 Adaptive Mean Shift Algorithm

One drawback of the mean-shift algorithm is its sensitivity to the bandwidth h. A variant of the 
classic mean-shift algorithm, known as adaptive mean-shift, can be used to estimate the bandwidth 
parameter for each data point as

where x^t is the k-nearest neighbor of x;. found by sorting the data points according to their distance to 

xz in ascending order and picking the klh one. This still requires the selection of a value for k. but allows 
the bandwidth more variability between areas of relatively high and low data density.

5. OSUPR -  a Software Tool for Proliferation Resistance Assessment & Clustering

OSUPR is an easy-to-use assembly of the MATLAB scripts and functions that were created for use 
with PRCALC in distributed computing environment. The User's Manual for OSUPR, as well as the code 
listing is given in Appendix A as a standalone document. OSUPR allows the user to create a large number 
of PRCALC scenarios at one time and makes use of the algorithms described in Section 4 for clustering. 
The OSUPR scenario creation interface is shown in Fig. 5. The steps that the user follows are listed in
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Table IV. The set of scenarios is named in Step 1. Diversion rates in terms of normalized diversion rates o 
are entered in Step 2. In Step 3, Safeguard Conditions (or Approaches) applicable are chosen using the 
available approaches listed in Table II. Safeguard Categories are more fully described in [3], In Step 4, 
any set of target stage elements are chosen from the list in Table II. Step 5 approximates the number of 
scenarios in the set using

Nscen = r Nsta3e * Nsg (9)

where Nscen is the total number of scenarios, Nstage is the number of target stages, r is the number of 
possible diversion rates, and Nso is the number of safeguard conditions. The result is displayed in a pop
up window. To contain all of the information associated with a set of scenarios, a single Information File 
is created (Step 7) located in the folder specified in Step 6. This file’s contents are listed in Table V. At 
the point of scenario creation in Step 7, only the Names and Rates fields are populated. The Information 
File may be inspected in MATLAB, where it is assembled as a structure array. Step 8 polls the system for 
the number of computational cores available, and displays the result in a pop-up window. In Step 9 the 
user enters the number of batches to create, which is also the number of threads to be used in Microsoft 
Windows. In other operating systems or for small sets of scenarios, a single batch should be used. 
Because scenarios are independent of one another, running them in parallel can significantly reduce the 
time required for Step 11. Step 10 creates batch files and updates the Information File with batch 
assignments and file locations.
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OSUPR Scenario Creation

1. Series Name (no s p a c e s  allowed) 
n a me_n o _ s  pa c e s  

— 2. Enter diversion rates separated by sp a c e s

ratel rate2 rate3

— 3. Repeat Rates for Safeguard Conditions

Category 2 Removed 

Category 3 Removed 

t Category 4 Removed

5. Calculate Number o f Scenarios

6. C hoose Folder for Info File |

7. Create Input Files & Info File I

— Batch Tools---------------------------------------------

8. Get Number o f Cores |

9. Enter number o f batches

Batch files will be created in info file folder. 
10. Create Batch Files

Figure 5: OSUPR Scenario Creation Interface

Table IV: OSUPR Scenario Creation Steps

Step # Description
1 Series Name
2 Enter Diversion Rates
3 Select Safeguard Conditions
4 Select Stage Elements
5 Calculate Number of Scenarios
6 Choose Folder
7 Create Input & Info Files
8 Get Number of Cores
9 Enter Number of Batches
10 Create Batch Files
11 Run PRCALC

— 4. Select Stage Elements

r LWR Spent Fuel Storage r SF & NF Transfer Port

r Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel 0 SF & NF Transfer

r LWR Transfer Port 0 LWR SF D isassem bly

r ESFR Reactor 0 ESFR SF D isassem bly

r LWR Transfer c Chopping

r Storage Basket: Spent Fuel r Electro-refiner

r ESFR Transfer Port 0 U-product Processing

r ESFR Transfer 0 TRU Extraction

r Staging/Washing Area 0 Product Preparation

r Staging/Washing Transfer Port c Pin Fabrication

r Staging/Washing Transfer r >11

r SF & NF Storage Cell

j Help I If running a previously-created set 
|

Load Info File

11. Run PRCALC

->  O S U P R _ in p u t
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Table V: Information File Contents

Field Description
Names The name of each scenario file
Rates Diversion rates associated with each scenario
BatchAssign Assignment of each scenario to a batch
Batches Batch file names and locations
ConfirmFile The name of a small file used to confirm that a thread is finished
PRResults PRCALC outputs, both raw and normalized
Kmeanslnfo Cluster assignment and statistics for C-means
MeanShiftlnfo Cluster assignment and statistics for mean-shift
FAMSInfo Cluster assignment and statistics for adaptive mean-shift

PRCALC is finally run as Step 11. Figure 6 shows the scenario creation progress indicator. Steps 1- 
10 in Table IV may be skipped if a previously-created set is selected using the "Load Info File" button. 
This may be convenient if a set is created on a workstation during the day and saved to run later, or if 
many sets are created at once. For multiple batches, each batch is run as a separate instance of PRCALC, 
and thus MATLAB. Once each processing node is finished, the results are re-combined into a single set 
and saved to the Information File.

OSUPR_input

1. S e r ie s  Name (no s p a c e s  a llow ed) 
repro cess in g _ set_ 1  

!. Enter d iversion r a te s  s e p a ra te d  by s p a c e s —

r 0 1 2

r— 3. R epea t R a te s  for Safeguard! Conditions

f* C ategory  2  Rem oved 

C~ C ategory  3 Rem oved 

t*" C ategory  4  Rem oved

OSUPR S cenario  Creation

I— 4. S elect S ta g e  Elem ents-----

C  LWR S pen t Fuel S to rag e  

S to rag e  Basket: F resh  Fuel 

f~" LWR T ra n sfe r  Port 

f-* ESFR R eactor 

C' LWR T ra n sfe r  

S torag

ESFR T ra n sfe r  Port

C  FCLFD T r sm

ie Basket: S pent Fuel

o s  for S G  condition  2Modifying scen ari fe r  Port 

fer

C  SF & NF T ra n sfe r  Port 

C  S F &  NF T ra n sfe r  

C  LWR SF D isassem bly 

f~" ESFR SF D isassem bly 

C  Chopping 

(•" E lectro-refiner 

(*" U -product P ro cessin g  

(* TRU Extraction 

(5" P roduct Preparation 

Pin Fabrication 

C  A ssem bly

— Batch T ools-----

_________ 3. G et Num ber o f  C ores_________ J

9. Enter num ber o f  b a tc h e s  I ^

Batch files will be  c rea ted  in info file folder. 
10. C rea te  Batch Files

l_l g |p I If ruinning a  previously-
I nn pt li-i fm Cill.

/ -c r e a te d  se t:
Load! Info File

11. Run PRCALC

Figure 6: OSUPR Scenario Creation Progress Indicator
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The OSUPR Clustering & Analysis Interface is illustrated in Fig. 7, with the steps presented in Table 
VI. The user must first load an Information File for a data set (Step 1). This is the same Information File 
that is created using the Scenario Creation Interface shown in Fig. 5. The user then enters a parameter for 
mean-shift or K-means (Step 2) and runs the chosen algorithm (Step 3). In Step 4 of Table VI, the user 
chooses a clustering method to examine more closely. In Fig. 7, mean shift has been chosen for the 
sample set. Step 5 displays the cluster centroids for that method (Fig. 8). This allows the user to choose a 
cluster of interest. For instance, the user may focus on a low DP and pick Cluster 1 (indicated by red 
arrow in Fig. 7), which has the lowest average value of DP (see Section 2 for definitions). That cluster 
also has the highest average PS, indicating that the scenarios in it may be preferred by a proliferator.

- l D J . x |

OSUPR Clustering & Analysis

Scenario Clustering Cluster A na lys is

1. Load Info File 4. Enter 1 fo r MS, 2  fo r K-means. 3 fo r AMS

Mean-shift: I 1

2a. Enter bandwidth I 05 5. V ie w  Cluster Centroids

3a. Cluster Using Mean-shift

'  Sr-Enter c luster number o f interest
K-means:

I 1

2b Enter K 6 7. Analyze Cluster o f Interest

36. Cluster Using K-means

Adaptive  Mean-shift:

3c. Cluster Using Adaptive Mean-shift

Figure 7: OSUPR Clustering & Analysis Interface
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Table VI: OSUPR Clustering & Analysis Steps

Step # Description
1 Uoad Information File
2 Enter Clustering Parameter
a. Mean-Shift
b. C-means
3 Run Clustering Algorithm
a. Mean-Shift
b. C-means
c. Adaptive mean-shift
4 Choose Algorithm for Analysis
5 View Cluster Centroids
6 Choose Cluster of Interest
7 Analyze Cluster of Interest

_ | n | x |

OSUPR Clustering & Analysis

Scenario Clusterina Cluster Analysis

- I  l x |
1. Load ans, 3 fo r AMS

2a. Enter

DP (normalized) PT (normalized) PS (normalized)
[0.0720616451907557 0.0202848518164439 0.795762155399195] 
[0.920539432167369 0.038087684682796 0.13465862939203] I

3a. C [0.485886889134433 0.00868217979624377 0.482761849241351 ] 
[0.117134134226922 1 5.15329656650822e-010]
[0.682295682636728 0.495284636970471 0.0272535159767517] 
[0.116529741066409 0.495284636970471 0.0698160908912722] of interest

OK

2b Ent, ;s t

3b. Cluster Using K-means

Adaptive Mean-shift:

3c. Cluster Using Adaptive Mean-shift I

Figure 8: OSUPR Cluster Centroid Display

With Step 7 in Table VI, OSUPR creates a number of figures that can be used to compare the cluster 
of interest to the set at large. The first of these, as seen in Fig. 9, relate to the outputs of PRCAUC. It can 
be seen in Fig. 9 (b) that the values of PT in the cluster of interest are all less than 150 weeks, and so are
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fairly typical of the entire set (Fig. 9 (a)). The cluster also appears to contain the scenarios with the lowest 
values of DP (Fig.9 (c) and (d)), and the highest values of PS (Fig. 9(e) and (f)). The next set of 
histograms, as seen in Fig. 10, examine the input parameter decisions (diversion rates and safeguard 
conditions) that led to inclusion in this cluster.
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P ro life ra tio n  T im e

P ro life ra tio n  T im e  C lu s te r  1
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4  

2 

0
2 0 0  4 0 0  6 0 0  8 0 0  1 0 0 0  1 200

P ro life ra tio n  T im e

(a) PT -  Entire Set (b) PT -  Cluster 1
P ro b a b ility  of D e te c tio n  E n tire  S e t
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0  0 .1  0 .2  0 .3  0 .4  0 .5  0 .6  0 .7  0 .8  0 .9
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0
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0
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(e) PS -  Entire Set (f) PS -  Cluster 1
Figure 9: OSUPR Histograms for PRCALC Outputs, Sample Set
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Safeguard ContMwne ■ b r trc  Set

Safeguard Condroon

Safeguard ConOlona • C Utter 1

Safeguard ContXxxi

(a) SG Conditions -  Entire Set (b) SG Conditions -  Cluster 1
THU Extraction ■ E rtre Set

£ 50 ■* I

IRU Extraction - CUttert

I

(c) TRU Extraction -  Entire Set (d) TRU Extraction -  Cluster 1
U-oroduct Proccttmg - Entire Set

£ 501s I

U-product Proce»«ng- CUttari

(e) U-product Processing -  Entire Set (f) U-product Processing -  Cluster 1
Figure 10: OSUPR Histograms for PRCALC Inputs, Sample Set

Frames (a) and (b) of Fig. 10 show the safeguards conditions (Safeguard Approaches as defined in 
Table II) for the entire set (a) and for the cluster of interest (b). The default set of safeguards is 
represented by Condition 1, the set with Approach 2 removed is Condition 2, and the set with Approach 4 
removed is Condition 4. Due to the method of scenario creation, there are equal numbers of each 
condition in the entire set. It can be seen that the cluster of interest (Fig. 10 (b)) has a greater proportion
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of scenarios with Safeguard Approaches 2 or 4 removed, versus all safeguards being intact. This indicates 
that the presence of these categories of safeguards is important to preventing diversion of material.

Similarly to safeguard conditions, in the entire set there are an equal number of scenarios created for 
each possible diversion rate for each target. This can be seen in Fig. 10 (c) and (e). Figure 10 (c) and (d) 
represent a target (TRU Extraction) where increased diversion under these experimental conditions leads 
to scenarios not being included in the cluster of interest. The trend is indicated with a red line across Fig. 
10 (d). This indicates that, with all else held equal, increased diversion from TRU Extraction leads to less 
desirable outcomes for the proliferator. Figure 10 (e) and (f) show a target (U-product Processing) where 
there is not a clear upward or downward trend, which was the case for 3 of 4 targets in this sample set. In 
this case, the diversion rate does not seem to significantly affect the outcomes for the proliferator.

6. Example Scenarios and Analysis

As shown on Table I, there are 23 stages/sub-stages which provide potential for diversion. Only 7 
stages were considered in this study for the purpose of testing the software described in Section 5, 
including TRU Extraction, Electro-refiner, Pin Fabrication, Fresh Fuel Storage, Disassembly, Chopping 
and LWR Spent Fuel Storage. Three test cases were under consideration, which are described in Sections 
6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.

6.1 Test Case 1

The input matrix for Test Case 1 is shown in Table VII. This matrix represents 50 different scenarios, 
with diversion occurring both at a single and multiple stages of the fuel cycle with different diversion 
rates. Using PRCALC, the Markov process for each scenario was generated, and the corresponding 
detection probability (DP), probability of failure due to intrinsic barriers and technical difficulties 
(PF(IB&TD)) probability of proliferation success (PS) and proliferation time (PT) were determined by 
PRCALC. Figure 11 shows the Markov transition diagram for Scenarios 2, 15 and 22 in Table VII.

Table VII. Test Case I Input Scenarios. Each entry indicates a diversion rate (per year) in terms of a 
multiple of the standard deviation o* at the corresponding stage.

Scenario/Stages TRU Electro Pin Fresh Dis Chopping LWR
Extraction refiner Fabrication Fuel assembly Spent

1 2 - - - - - -

2 - 2 - - - - -
3 - - 2 - - - -

4 - - - 2 - - -

5 - - - - 2 - -

6 - - - - - 2
7 - - - - - - 2
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
9 2 2 - - - - -
10 2 - 2 - - - -
11 2 - - 2 - - -
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*0 = 3.3 MT or 1.27% of the total material flow of 260MT
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technical failure

s u c c e s s

Figure 11: Markov Transition Diagram for the Scenarios 2, 15 and 22 in Table VII

Vectors of possible diversion rates inputs (see Section 4) were clustered based on DP, PF (IB&TD), 
PS and PT and the mean shift algorithm (see Section 2 for definitions of abbreviations). Figure 12 
presents the histograms for DP, PF (IB&TD), PS and PT and shows that the clustering scheme yields 
some insights regarding important scenario groupings. For example, Figs. 12 (a) and 12 (b) show, 
respectively, that most of the scenarios have high DP and low PF. Similarly, Figs. 12 (c) and 12 (d) show, 
respectively, that most of the scenarios have low PS and but also low PT.

Figure 13 presents the variation of scenarios with respect to DP and PF(IB&TD) values. Each point 
represents a scenario. It is noted that DP and PF(IB&TD) appear to be strongly negatively correlated. 
Because the probability of detection is so high and the likelihood of entering into the clandestine stage of 
material processing is correspondingly so low, the probability of failing due to intrinsic barriers and 
technical difficulties is proportional to the non-detection probability. Because of this high degree of 
correlation, using either or both of them for clustering will lead to the same or very similar result.
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Figure 12: Histograms of scenario outcomes
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Figure 13. Representation of scenarios in terms of DP and PF(IB&TD)

The variation of scenarios in terms of DP, PS and PT values was also examined (Fig. 14). We observe 
that long proliferation times are associated with the diversion of LWR fuel, which requires reprocessing
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in a clandestine facility prior to being in a form from which a weapon can be fabricated. From the 
proliferator's viewpoint, a low value of detection probability is most attractive. Somewhat surprisingly, 
the case with the lowest detection probability in Fig. 12 resulted from an all-out assault in which material 
was proliferated at a number of different locations at a high collection rate (Scenario 39 in Table VII). 
This quite naturally led to a short proliferation time as well as the lowest detection probability. The outlier 
with the high detection probability and long proliferation time in Fig. 12 is a case in which LWR fuel is 
taken from storage and must be reprocessed clandestinely (Scenario 7 in Table VII). The outlier with the 
comparatively long proliferation time and intermediate detection probability is associated with a low 
withdrawal rate of material from fresh SFR fuel storage (Scenario 24 in Table VII).

100

0 .9

0.02
0 .7

F 5 OK
Figure 14. Representation of scenarios in terms of DP, PS and PT. Potential outliers are marked with red.

The dashed lines indicate the distance to PS PT-plane

6.2 Test Case 2

For Test Case 2, each 7 stage element was assigned diversion rates of 0, 1, 2, and 4o, resulting in 
47=16,384 scenarios. The scenario with all elements at a diversion rate of 0 was eliminated. Safeguards 
were not modified individually but by the Categories (or approaches) listed in 1 through 4 Table II. The 
set of diversion rates was repeated with safeguard categories 2, 3, and 4 removed for a total of 4 
(safeguard conditions) X (16,384-1) = 65,532 scenarios.

After PRCALC runs were completed, the results were examined and a linear relationship was 
observed between DP, PS, and PF. To determine the correlation coefficient among the variables PT, DP, 
PF, PS and MT, first the covariance of each combination of the variables was taken using Eq. 10, where x 
and y  denote these variables, x  and y are their corresponding arithmetic means, and n is the number of 
scenarios. The correlation coefficient R(x, v) is defined as
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R{X’y)=  I r ^ r ,  V  < > ° >^JC(x,x)C(y,y)

where

V ”  (x. -  x)(y. -  y)
C (X, y ) = (x, .y = 1, • • • ,5)

n
( 11)

fo rx,y = 1, 2, 5.

Table VIII lists R (x, y )  for all the variables. A perfect positive correlation would have a coefficient of 
1, and a perfect negative correlation would have a coefficient of -1. The relationships of DP, PS, and PF 
are plotted in Fig. 15 (a) through (c). As expected, it is seen that DP, PS, and PF are all correlated to some 
degree, but the relationship is most prominent between DP and PF, possibly because of the stronger 
dependence of the PF on DP than the dependence of DP on PT through the diversion rate.

Table VIII: Linear Correlation Coefficients of PRCALC Outputs
Variable
Description PT (x=l) DP (x=2) PF (x=3) PS (x=4) MT (x=5)
PT (y=l) 1
DP (y=2) 0.0734 1
PF (y=3) -0.0733 -0.9996 1
PS (y=4) -0.0728 -0.9952 0.9925 1
MT (y=5) 0.0353 -0.0255 0.0367 -0.0182 1
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Figure 15: Relationship of DP, PS, and PF in PRCALC Outputs

Clustering was performed using the mean-shift algorithm (see Section 4.2). The data-space is first 
divided into neighborhoods using a bandwidth (h) as the radius for inclusion [12], and a random starting 
point is chosen within each neighborhood (xs). The mean of the neighborhood is calculated by

m (xs) = Y.I ( K ( X i - x s )*Xi )  

Z ? ( K ( X i - x s ) )
( 12)

where N  is the number of points within the neighborhood and K(x) is a kernel function that weighs the 
distance from point x, to point x,. In this study, a Gaussian kernel is used

INI2
K (x) = e h2 (13)

where ||x|| is the Euclidean distance between the two points. Once the mean m(xs) of a neighborhood is 
calculated, it becomes xs for the next iteration and the algorithm is repeated until the change between 
successive means is smaller than a predetermined cutoff. In this case, the cutoff was A/IOOO.

The data were first prepared by scaling all variables to range from 0 to 1, so that undue weight was 
not given to any one variable. Clustering was performed using DP, PS, and PT at a variety of bandwidths. 
It was decided that PF would not be used for clustering purposes due to the strong correlation between DP 
and PF (see Fig. 15 (b)). Since PS and PF vary very strongly and positively with each other, a clustering
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scheme that assigns equal weight to each variable would essentially give double weight to PS if both PS 
and PF were used. The MT output was also not used in the clustering analysis, as PS, DP, and PT already 
account for the conversion of 1 SQ equivalent material into usable material.

The number of clusters returned for a given bandwidth is shown in Table IX. The cluster 
characteristics for a bandwidth of 0.5 are given as an example in Table IX. This bandwidth was chosen for 
display due to its relatively small number of distinct clusters. Table X shows that Clusters 1 and 2 are 
distinct by their much higher PT values, indicating either a low overall rate of diversion or a long time 
required to produce 1 SQ of material. As these scenarios also had a high probability of detection, they 
were considered to be of little interest to the proliferator. It is clear that Cluster 4 would be of particular 
interest to the proliferator, as it represents a high rate of proliferation (short time), a low probability of 
detection, and a high chance of success, when compared with the entire scenario set as shown in Table XI 
and Fig. 16.

Table IX: Number of Clusters by Bandwidth
Bandwidth Number of Clusters

1 2
0.5 4
0.1 14

0.05 55

Table X: Cluster Characteristics for Bandwidth 0.5
Centroid

Cluster Number Number of Scenarios DP PT (weeks) PS
1 4 0.980 756.159 0.002
2 4 0.984 390.579 0.002
3 52,636 0.818 32.706 0.034
4 12,888 0.493 31.067 0.096

Table XI. Characteristics of Cluster 4 for Bandwidth 0.5
DP PT (weeks) PS

Min (Cluster 4) 0.005 27.698 0.069
Min (Entire Set) 0.005 27.698 0.002
Max (Cluster 4) 0.640 79.852 0.150
Max (Entire Set) 0.990 756.159 0.150
Mean (Cluster 4) 0.493 31.067 0.096
Mean (Entire Set) 0.754 32.450 0.047
Median (Cluster 4) 0.494 30.650 0.095
Median (Entire Set) 0.804 31.276 0.037
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Figure 16: Outputs of Cluster 4 for Bandwidth 0.5

Because of the method used to create scenarios, there were 16,383 scenarios with each of the 4 
safeguard conditions, i.e. ESFR default, Category 2 removed, Category 3 removed, and Category 4 
removed (see Table II). Cluster 4 was composed entirely of scenarios with Category 2 safeguards 
removed. This indicates that Category 2 safeguards, which pertain to physical inspections and inventory 
verification, are important in reducing the probability of success and increasing the probability of 
detection of material diversion in the ESFR fuel cycle.

Again because of the method used to create scenarios, the diversion rate of a given stage in a given 
scenario is equally likely to be 0, 1, 2, or 4o. Of the 12,888 scenarios in Cluster 4 at bandwidth 0.5, an 
even distribution would contain 3,222 scenarios at each diversion rate for each stage. The diversion rates 
from LWR Spent Fuel Storage were contained slightly more 0 and 1 values in Cluster 4 than in the entire 
set, as shown in Fig. 17. Thus, diversion rate from these stages did not appear to have a major effect on 
whether a scenario would be grouped in the cluster of interest at this bandwidth.

The distribution of diversion rates from Storage Basket Fresh Fuel, Pin Fabrication, Chopping, and 
ESFR Disassembly contained proportionally fewer o = 0 rate scenarios and more o = 4 rate scenarios than
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in the entire set, as shown in Fig. 18 (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Both TRU Extraction and the 
Electro-refiner stages trended toward higher diversion rates in Cluster 4 than in the entire set, as shown in 
Fig. 18 (e) and (f), respectively. These trends indicate that, when Category 2 safeguards are removed, 
increased diversion from the TRU Extraction and Electro-refiner stages leads to a higher probability of 
proliferation success. This implies that the preferred stages for proliferation are the TRU Extraction and 
Electro-refiner.

Figure 17: LWR Spent Fuel Storage Diversion Rate in Cluster 4 for Bandwidth 0.5
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Storage Bastot - Fresh Fuel - Cluster 4 An Fetnceoon - O uster«

(a) Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel (b) Pin Fabrication
Choco-og - Cluster 4 ESFR SF O sas sm b fy  - Ouster 4

(c) Chopping (d) ESFR Disassembly
TRU Extraction - Cluster 4 Dectro-reflner - Cluster 4

(e) TRU Extraction (f) Electro-refiner
Figure 18: Other Diversion Rates from Cluster 4 for Bandwidth 0.5

6.3 Test Case 3

It was noticed Test Case 2 that the DP and PS outputs of PRCALC are strongly linear (see Fig. 15). 
Another set was created to determine whether this was a characteristic of the set of 65,532 or of PRCALC
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in general. This set used only 2 diversion rates: 0 and 2 sigma. 16 target elements were chosen as 
diversion locations which are listed in Table XII. The same safeguard conditions are used as in Test Case 
2: PRCALC default, Category 2 removed, Category 3 removed, and Category 4 removed. The same 
method was used for scenario creation, yielding (216 * 4) - 4=262,140 scenarios.

The results of this set are plotted in Fig. 19 and are compared to the set of 65,532 scenarios shown in 
Figure 20. It can be seen that there is still a linear relationship between DP and PS, even with a vastly 
different set of scenarios.

Table XII: Targets for Test Case 2 
Target Stage Element 

LWR Spent Fuel Storage 
Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel 
LWR Transfer Port 
LWR Transfer 
Storage Basket: Spent Fuel 
Staging/Washing Area 
SF & NF Storage Cell 
SF & NF Transfer 
LWR SF Disassembly 
ESFR SF Disassembly 
Chopping 
Electro-refiner 
TRU Extraction 
Product Preparation 
Pin Fabrication 
Assembly
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Figure 19: Test Case 3 Results

Probability of Detection (standardized)

Figure 20: Test Case 2 Results

The goal of a would-be proliferator is to obtain nuclear material quickly, with low risk of detection, at 
low cost and with low risk of technical failure. An approach was examined to characterize a figure of 
merit by which a proliferator would select the “best'’ scenario from his point of view. The use of a figure 
of merit (FOM) provides another dimension to the analysis regarding how the proliferator would select 
from alternative diversion strategies (either as a formal decision process or informally based on a 
subconscious assessment). The approach, shown in Eq. 14 and explained in Tables XIII and XIV, is to 
weight five measures. In some cases the measure has to be normalized in some fashion. The coefficients 
were chosen based on perceived importance. In practice, these coefficients may be determined by a 
formal elicitation process.

FOM = a1PSM + a2PDM + a3PFM + a4PTM + asMTI (14)
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Table XIII: Figure of Merit Equation Components
FOM Figure of Merit
PSM Probability of Success (PS), normalized to vary from 0 to 1
PDM Probability of Detection (DP), normalized to vary from 0 to 1
PFM Probability of Technical Failure (PF), normalized to vary from 0 to 1
PTM Proliferation Time (PT), scaled logarithmically as described below
MTI Material Type Index

PTM, a normalized proliferation time, is logarithmic in order to show the steep perceived drop in 
attractiveness with increased PT. Most scenarios in the sets created were on the order of 30 weeks for PT, 
and very few stretched past 100 weeks. The value of PTM is 1.0 at 13 weeks, and PTM drops by 0.2 with 
each doubling of time. By 416 weeks, the PTM value is 0.0, indicating an extremely unattractive time to 
the proliferator.

Table XIV: Figure of Merit Equation Coefficients
Coefficient Value
al 1.0
a2 -1.0
a3 -0.5
a4 0.6
a5 1.0

Regarding testing to estimate the optimal number of clusters for the X-means algorithm, the BIC, 
AIC, CCC and ADT algorithms (see Section 4.1) were run. First, X-means was performed on the 
generated scenarios. To reduce the effect of random initialization of i-means algorithm, the algorithm was 
run 100 times for each X = 2, ..., 70. Figure 21 shows the plot of average BIC value for each X (shown in 
black). A further polynomial curve (shown in gray) was fitted to the BIC values to eliminate the 
occasional peaks corresponding to local maxima. According to BIC, the best number of clusters for the 
data was X =  24. The same procedure is applied for AIC. Similarly to BIC, the highest AIC score resulted 
in k = 24 (Fig. 22). It was observed that, in general, BIC and AIC curves appear very similar. Due to the 
large number of data points, the likelihood terms in BIC and AIC are significantly larger than the second 
terms, therefore, the difference in the second terms becomes negligible. Also note that both BIC and AIC 
tend to decrease gradually after X = 24, indicating that the clustering model is a poorer fit after that point. 
The clustering structure with 24 clusters is depicted in Fig. 23. Points shown with identical symbol and 
color are the members of the same cluster.

Figure 24 shows the plot of the CCC values. Recall that the highest CCC value indicates the best model. 
While for the range of X = 2, ..., 70 the highest CCC value is obtained for X = 2, an increasing trend after 
around X = 15 is observed, which indicates that the best X according to CCC score might be greater than 
70. To confirm this assumption, we compute the CCC for X = 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 
900, 1000 which results in CCC = -0.8147, -0.7802, -0.7604, -0.7449, -0.7279, -0.7176, -0.7076, -0.6928, 
-0.6826, -0.6734, respectively. The CCC value monotonically increases, so it can be concluded that the 
best X according the CCC score is beyond X = 1,000, which may not be a useful model for analysis.
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Figure 21: BIC score for K = 2, ..., 70. The highest score corresponds to K=  24.
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Figure 22: AIC score for K = 2, ..., 70. The highest score corresponds to K=  24.
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Figure 23: Clustering with K= 24
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Figure 24: CCC score forK  = 2, ...,70

A similar result was obtained with the ADT. As suggested in [11], a =  0.0001 is used as a 
confidence level, which corresponds to a critical value 1.8692 for normal distribution ADT. For this 
critical value, the ADT resulted in 1,908 clusters. According to the BIC and AIC scores, the best model 
for the examined data resulted in K= 24 clusters. On the other hand, the CCC and ADT suggest that the 
number of clusters should be greater than 1,000, which is still too high to be useful for manual analysis. 
This result may indicate that the data violate the assumption of cluster shape made by A'-mcans. and a 
clustering method (for example, mean-shift) that can discover clusters with arbitrary shape should be 
employed.

7. Conclusion and Recommendations For Future Work

The capabilities of A'-mcans. mean shift and adaptive mean shift clustering algorithms were 
investigated within the scope of this project as techniques that may assist in the analysis of scenarios 
produced by PRCALC. The software tool OSUPR was developed that mechanizes the scenario generation 
and clustering process. The results of the study using the ESFR as an example system show that 
clustering facilitates the probabilistic or deterministic analysis of scenarios to identify system 
vulnerabilities and communication of the major risk contributors to stakeholders. The results of the study 
also show that the mean shift algorithm has the most potential for assisting the analysis of the scenarios 
generated by PRCALC. The study has led to three conference proceedings [13-15] and one M.S. Thesis 
[16] which are provided as attachments to this report.

The clustering schemes investigated within the scope of this project regard each scenario as a vector of 
PRCALC inputs such as material diversion rate and safeguards implemented at each stage. Clustering is 
based on the PRCALC outputs of probability of detection, probability of success, proliferation time to 
acquire 1 SQ of material and material type index which reflects the average attractiveness of diverted 
material. Future work is recommended to augment the current Markov model to yield expected residence 
time in each stage as an additional variable output variable. Such a capability will not only allow time 
sequencing of events but will also allow identifying the stages that are most attractive to the proliferator 
regarding the time available for diversion. Since the augmentation will add only 1 additional element to 
the scenario vectors the clustering techniques used in OSUPR are expected to be applicable to the 
augmented scenario vectors as well.
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A.I. Background & Motivation
This guide is meant to familiarize the reader with the software tool OSUPR which was developed to 

cluster and analyze results from PRCALC. OSUPR is an easy-to-use assembly of the MATLAB scripts 
and functions that were created for use for a joint project (Pathway Aggregation in the Risk Assessment 
of Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (PR&PP) of Nuclear Energy Systems) between 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (creators of PRCALC) and The Ohio State University. A working 
familiarity with PRCALC is assumed [A.1-A.5], This guide draws heavily on the quarterly reports written 
directly for the project, as well as papers written as a result of OSUPR development [A.6-A.8], A version 
of the OSUPR code has been published in [A. 12]. This code cannot be directly used without PRCALC.

A.2. Tool Structure & Applicability
OSUPR allows the user to create a large number of PRCALC scenarios at once, while PRCALC is 

written to create one scenario at a time. There is less flexibility in changing most parameters of a scenario 
with OSUPR as opposed to PRCALC, as OSUPR is specialized for investigating sensitivity of results on 
a few key input parameters. OSUPR also allows for clustering of a set of PRCALC scenarios by their 
results to determine sequences of input parameters that lead to similar outcomes.

In its current state, OSUPR can run PRCALC with multiple threads under Microsoft Windows. This 
can dramatically decrease the time required for a large number of PRCALC scenarios to be processed on 
a multi-core computer. This is the only multi-threaded component, but there is potential for increased 
parallelization within the tool. PRCALC batch files are not, by their nature, portable between computers. 
An absolute path is required for loading of scenarios in the PRCALC batch mode. This causes a need for 
manual modification of the batch file if a user desires to create a set of scenarios on a personal computer 
and then run it on a more powerful computer.

OSUPR was designed to work with an existing copy of PRCALC. PRCALC functions on 
installations of MATLAB without any additional toolboxes installed, and OSUPR is similarly self- 
contained. User Inputs are taken by the Scenario Creation Interface (see Section 4) and the Clustering & 
Analysis Interface (see Section 5). Each interface processes user inputs in some way and creates output 
files in a common folder. The Scenario Creation Interface creates scenario files, creates a batch file, and 
runs the scenarios through PRCALC. User choices as well as PRCALC outputs are saved in a master 
information file. The Clustering & Analysis Interface allows the user to choose parameters for clustering 
PRCALC outputs and then examine individual clusters more deeply. This interface also updates the 
information file with clustering choices and outputs.

A.3. Mathematical Theory
The OSUPR tool makes use of a number of algorithms that are described in this section.

A. 3.1 Mean-shift
The mean-shift clustering algorithm [A.9] divides the data space into neighborhoods and finds the 

point of highest data density within each neighborhood as shown
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' W x t - X s h x d
K s )  Z / ( K ( x i - x S))  (  }

where N  is the number of points in the neighborhood, xv is the initial guess at the neighborhood mean, x, is 
data point /' which represents the scenario within the neighborhood, and K(x) is a kernel that weighs the 
distance between xv and x(. For this work, K(x) is a Gaussian kernel as defined by Equation A.2. Mean- 
shift clustering typically uses a Gaussian kernel unless a more data-appropriate kernel is evident. With 
each iteration xv is updated until m(x,J is below a certain cutoff value. In this work, the cutoff value was 
chosen as 5xlO"4 This was chosen through experimentation as a compromise between solution stability 
and computation time required. The variable m(xj represents the mean shift, or the distance (according to 
the kernel) from the mean to a local density maximum.

| l * i ~ * s | l 2

K(x i - x s) = e ^  (A.2)

In Equation A.2, h is the radius of inclusion for each neighborhood, and is referred to as the 
bandwidth. The bandwidth is a required input parameter for mean-shift. At the extremes a very large 
bandwidth leads to all scenarios being included in a single cluster, and a very small bandwidth leads to 
each scenario being its own cluster.

A. 3.2 Adaptive Mean-shift
The term adaptive mean-shift is used to refer to a variation on the mean-shift algorithm in which the 

bandwidth is varied across the data [A. 10], That is, different-sized neighborhoods are created in response 
to the local density of the data. This is often accomplished using a pilot run of a fraction of the total data 
points to determine where densities are relatively high or low. Fast adaptive mean-shift (FAMS) defines 
the bandwidth on a point-by-point basis using

hi = \\xt - x iik\\ (A3)

where x, is the data point under consideration, xik is the kth nearest neighbor to x(. and k  is determined by a 
pilot run of the algorithm. The pilot run is repeated with differing values of k  in order to find a value that 
returns a low average point-to-center distance within each cluster and a high center-to-center distance 
between clusters.

A. 3.3 K-means
A'-mcans is one of the most commonly-used clustering algorithms [A. 11] due to its simplicity and fast 

computation. It is named for its parameter, k, which defines the number of clusters to be returned. The 
algorithm can be described in three steps:

1. Assign k  cluster centroids randomly within the data space

2. Assign each point to the cluster represented by the closest centroid

3. Calculate new centroids based on the points within the cluster

Steps 2 and 3 are iterated until cluster assignments no longer change. The centroid of a cluster is 
defined as the average values of its members in each dimension. The Euclidean distance between a data
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point and the cluster centroids is used to determine the closest cluster. The algorithm is used as built into 
MATLAB and is repeated 20 times, giving 20 sets of initial cluster centroids. The run with the lowest 
sum of distances from points to their cluster centroids is used.

A.4. Scenario Creation Interface
The OSUPR scenario creation interface is shown as Figure A.I. The steps that the user follows are 

listed in Error! Reference source not found.. The set of scenarios is named in Step 1. Diversion rates in 
terms of o, as described in the PRCALC User’s Manual [A.5], are entered in Step 2. In Step 3, Safeguard 
Conditions are chosen using the Categories:

1. Audit of various nuclear material accounting records or reports

2. Material verification such as physical inventory verification (PIV) of all nuclear material 
in a nuclear energy system

3. Surveillance and monitoring

4. Containment

Safeguard Categories are more fully described in [A.5], If a safeguard Category is marked in the 
interface, a set of scenarios is created with all safeguards of that Category disabled. In Step 4, any set of 
target stage elements are chosen from the list in Table A.2.

Table A.I. OSUPR Scenario Creation Steps

Step # Description

1 Series Name

2 Enter Diversion Rates

3 Select Safeguard Conditions

4 Select Stage Elements

5 Calculate Number of Scenarios

6 Choose Folder

7 Create Input & Info Files

8 Get Number of Cores

9 Enter Number of Batches

10 Create Batch Files

11 Run PRCALC
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Step 5 approximates the number of scenarios in the set using:

Nscen = r Nstâ  * Nsg (A.4)

where Nscer is the total number of scenarios, Nstage is the number of target stages, r is the number of 
possible diversion rates, and NSG is the number of safeguard conditions. The result is displayed in a pop
up window. This gives the user an idea of the size of the data set and the relative time required to run 
PRCALC and the clustering algorithms.

-> OSUPRJinput

OSUPR Scenario Creation

1. Series Name (no s p a c e s  allowed)

n am e_n o_sp aces  

2. Enter diversion rates separated by s p a c e s —

ratet rate2 rate3

I— 3. Repeat R ates for Safeguard Conditions

Category 2  Removed 

Category 3 Removed 

Category 4  Removed

5. Calculate Number o f  Scenarios

6 . C hoose Folder for Info File

7. Create Input Files & Info File

4. s e le c t  s ta g e  Elements 

C  LWR Spent Fuel Storage r SF & NF Transfer Port

r Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel r SF & NF Transfer

r LWR Transfer Port r LWR SF Disassem bly

r ESFR Reactor r ESFR SF Disassem bly

r LWR Transfer r Chopping

r Storage Basket: Spent Fuel c Electro-refiner

r ESFR Transfer Port r U-product Processing

r ESFR Transfer r TRU Extraction

r Staging/Washing Area c Product Preparation

r Staging/Washing Transfer Port r Pin Fabrication

r Staging/Washing Transfer r A ssem bly

r SF & NF Storage Cell

Batch Tools

8. Get Number o f Cores

9. Enter number o f  batch es I

Batch files will be created in info file folder. 

10. Create Batch Files

Help

11. Run PRCALC

If running a previously-created set: 

Load Info Fie

Figure A.I. OSUPR Scenario Creation Interface
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Table A.2. PRCALC Stage Elements

Stage I LWR SF Storage 

Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel

Stage II LWR Transfer Port 

ESFR Reactor

Stage III LWR Transfer 

Storage Basket: Spent Fuel

Stage IV ESFR Transfer Port

Stage V ESFR Transfer

Stage VI StagingAVashing Area

Stage VII Staging/Washing Transfer Port

Stage VIII StagingAVashing Transfer

Stage IX SF & NF Storage Cell

Stage X SF & NF Transfer Port

Stage XI SF & NF Transfer

Stage XII LWR SF Disassembly 

ESFR SF Disassembly

Stage XIII Chopping

Stage XIV Electro-refiner

Stage XV U-product Processing 

TRU Extraction

Stage XVI Product Preparation

Stage XVII Pin Fabrication

Stage XVIII Assembly

Stage XIX Clandestine Transportation

Stage XX Clandestine Chemical Conversion

Stage XXI Clandestine Chemical Separation
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To contain all of the information associated with a set of scenarios, a single Information File is 
created. This fde’s contents are listed in Table A.3. At the point of scenario creation in Step 7, only the 
Names and Rates fields are populated. The Information File may be inspected in MATLAB, where it is 
assembled as a structure array. A structure array may contain various different types of data, including 
other structure arrays, numerical matrices, cells and strings. Step 8 polls the system for the number of 
cores available, and displays the result in a pop-up window. In Step 9 the user enters the number of 
batches to create, which is also the number of threads to be used in Microsoft Windows. In other 
operating systems or for small sets of scenarios, a single batch should be used. Because scenarios are 
independent of one another, running them in parallel can significantly reduce the time required for Step
11. Step 10 creates batch files and updates the Information File with batch assignments and file locations.

Table A.3. Information File Contents

Field Description

Names The name of each scenario file

Rates Diversion rates associated with each scenario

BatchAssign Assignment of each scenario to a batch

Batches Batch file names and locations

ConfirmFile The name of a small file used to confirm that a thread is finished

PRRe suits PRCALC outputs, both raw and normalized

Kmeanslnfo Cluster assignment and statistics for L-means

MeanShiftlnfo Cluster assignment and statistics for mean-shift

FAMSInfo Cluster assignment and statistics for adaptive mean-shift

PRCALC is finally run as Step 11. Steps 1-10 in Table A.l may be skipped if a previously-created set 
is selected using the “Load Info File” button. This may be convenient if a set is created on a workstation 
during the day and saved to run later, or if many sets are created at once. For multiple batches, each batch 
is run as a separate instance of PRCALC, and thus MATLAB. Once each processing node is finished, the 
results are re-combined into a single set and saved to the Information File.
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H ! 5UPR_input ^jnjxj

1. Series Name (no space s  a llow ed)

repro cessin g_set_1 

— 2. Enter divers ion  ra tes sepa ra ted  by s p a ce s—  

01 2

|— 3. Repeat Rates fo r  Safeguard Conditions

'■* Category 2  Removed 

f "  C a tegory 3  Removed 

Category 4  Removed

OSUPR Scenario Creation

—  4. Select Stage Elements—  

f  LWR Spent Fuel S torage 

C‘ S torage Basket: Fresh Fuel 

C  LWR T ra n s fe r Port 

C  ESFR Reactor 

C  LW R Tra ns fe r 

r  S torage Basket: Spent Fuel 

C  ESFR T ra n s fe r Port

€ '  F 'v .F R  T r A n s f p c

^ J n j x j

scenarios for SG conModifying Ter Port 

Ter

C  S F & N F  T ra n s fe r Port 

r  SF a  NF T rans fe r 

F  LWR SF D isassem bly 

ESFR SF D isassem bly 

C  Chapping 

( •  E lectro-refiner 

( •  U-product Processing 

( •  TRU Extraction 

( •  Prod act Preparation 

Pin Fabrication 

■ '  A ssem b ly

Batch Tools

S. Get Humber o f Cores

9. Enter num ber o f ba tches I

Batch files w ill be created in info file folder.

10. Create Batch Files

Help If running a p rev ious ly-created set: 

Load Info File

11. Run PRCALC

Figure A.2. OSUPR Scenario Creation Progress Indicator

As a demonstration, Figure A.2 shows an example set with possible diversion rates of 0, 1, and 2o. To 
simulate an attack on the reprocessing facility itself, the targets are the Electro-refiner, U-product 
Processing, TRU Extraction, and Product Preparation. The set is repeated a total of three times: once with 
default safeguards, once with Category 2 safeguards removed, and once with Category 4 safeguards 
removed. According to Equation A.4, this indicates 243 scenarios (see Figure A.3). OSUPR automatically 
removes scenarios with all 0 diversion rates, i.e. those in which no diversion is occurring.

Once a folder is selected, scenarios are created and modified in Step 7. Depending on the number of 
scenarios, this may take from a few seconds (-250 scenarios) to a few hours (-250,000 scenarios). A 
progress bar is displayed as seen in Figure A.2 for the scenario file creation process, and a pop-up 
window informs the user when file creation is finished. A batch file creation progress bar is displayed, but 
this step generally only takes seconds for even a very large data set.
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This sample set comprises 240 scenarios and required 300 seconds to run in 4 parallel batches on a 
laptop computer with an Intel Core i3-3217U processor. In large part due to the size of the scenario fdes, 
the data created at this point requires 5.7 MB of disk space. The Information File, which fully represents 
the inputs and outputs from the set for clustering and analysis, is only 12 KB. This reduction may be 
especially helpful in large sets, where the scenario fdes may require gigabytes of space. At this point the 
Information File can be manually inspected using MATLAB, or loaded into the Clustering & Analysis 
Interface.

Hi SUPR_input

1. Series Name (no s p a c e s  allowed)

reprocessing_set_1

OSUPR Scenario Creation

- 4. Select Stage Elem ents-

— 2. Enter diversion rates separated by sp

01 2

C  LWR Spent Fuel Storage

C  s t o d  Fresh Fuel 

C  LWR Transfer Port

f* Category 2  Removed  

f  Category 3 Removed 

f* Category 4 Removed

r m  M a j x i

T here will be ap pro  
243

innately this many scenarios:

OK

5. Calculate Number o f Scenarios

6. C hoose Folder for Info File

7. Create Input Files & Info File

Batch T o o ls -

C  Staging/Washing Area

StagingAVashing Transfer Port 

C  Staging/Washing Transfer 

C  SF & NF Storage Cel

r SF & NF Transfer Port 

C SF & NF Transfer 

C  LWR SF Disassem bly 

C ESFR SF Disassem bly 

C  Chopping 

(• Electro-refiner 

f* U -produ ct Pro cessin  g 

f* TRU Extraction 

(• Product Preparation 

C  Pin Fabrication 

A ssem bly

8. Get Number o f Cores

9. Enter number of batches

Batch files will be created in info file folder.

Help If running a previously-created set: 

Load Info File

11. Run PRCALC

10. Create Batch Files

Figure A.3. OSUPR Scenario Creation Interface - Number of Scenarios Calculation
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A.5. Clustering & Analysis Interface
The OSUPR Clustering & Analysis Interface is illustrated in Figure A.4, with the steps presented as 

Table A.4. The user must first load an Information File for a data set (Step 1). This is the same 
Information File that is created using the Scenario Creation Interface and described in Table A.3Error! 
Reference source not found.. During this step, the PRCALC outputs are normalized. While the DP, PF, 
PS, and MT outputs of PRCALC vary from 0 to 1, PT varies from approximately 20 to 800 weeks. Used 
directly, this has the potential to skew the clustering analysis by giving extra weight to PT. This is 
corrected by normalizing each variable in a given set to vary from 0 to 1. The method for this process is 
given as:

X (i,norm) = (A.5)
A m a x  A m i n

where XIU]orml is the normalized value of point i of variable X, X t is the raw value of point i of variable X, 
and X min and X max are the minimum and maximum values of variable X  within the set, respectively. By this 
method, each variable used in clustering is assured the same weight for any clustering algorithm.

Table A.4. OSUPR Clustering Interface Steps

Step # Description

1 Load Information File

2 Enter Clustering Parameter

a. Mean-Shift

b. f-means

3 Run Clustering Algorithm

a. Mean-Shift

b. f-means

c. Adaptive mean-shift

4 Choose Algorithm for Analysis

5 View Cluster Centroids

6 Choose Cluster of Interest

7 Analyze Cluster of Interest
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Scenario Clustering Cluster Analysis

1. Load Info File 4. Enter 1 for MS, 2  for K-means, 3 fu r AMS

Mean-shift:

2a. Enter bandwidth | ® 5. V ie w  Cluster Centroids

3a. Cluster Using Mean-shift

K-means:
6. Enter cluster number of interestI

2b Enter K | 0 7. Ana lyze  Cluster of Interest

3b. Cluster Using K-means

Adaptive Mean-shift:

3c. Cluster Using Adaptive Mean-shift

Figure A.4. OSUPR Clustering & Analysis Interface

The user then enters a parameter for mean-shift or C-means (Step 2) and runs the chosen algorithm 
(Step 3). A progress bar is not available for clustering because the time required for convergence cannot 
easily be calculated a priori. A pop-up window does inform the user when a particular method is finished. 
Clustering methods can only be used one at a time, but all 3 can be used on the same set of data.

A set of clustering parameters is chosen for the sample set and entered into the interface as shown in 
Figure A.5. For a bandwidth of 0.5, mean-shift returns 6 clusters. A value of k = 6 is chosen for C-means, 
which will produce the same number of clusters. The adaptive mean-shift algorithm returns 8 clusters, 
which might be expected to yield comparable results to mean-shift.

In Step 4 of Table A.4, the user chooses a clustering method to examine more closely. In Figure A.5, 
Mean-Shift has been chosen for the sample set, as indicated by the red arrow. Step 5 displays the cluster 
centroids for that method. Figure A.6 shows the values for the sample set for the Mean-Shift method. This 
allows the user to choose a cluster of interest. For instance, the user may focus on a low Probability of 
Detection and pick Cluster 1 (indicated by a red arrow), which has the lowest average value of DP. That 
cluster also has the highest average PS, indicating that the scenarios in it may be preferred by a 
proliferator.
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Figure A.5. Clustering & Analysis Parameters for Sample Set
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_ | n | x |

OSUPR Clustering & Analysis
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2a. Enter

DP (normalized) PT (normalized) PS (normalized)
[0.0720616451907557 0.0202848518164439 0.795762155399195] 
[0.920539432167369 0.038087684682796 0.13465862939203] I

3a. C [0.485886889134433 0.00868217979624377 0.482761849241351 ] 
[0.117134134226922 1 5.15329656650822e-010]
[0.682295682636728 0.495284636970471 0.0272535159767517] 
[0.116529741066409 0.495284636970471 0.0698160908912722] of interest

OK

2b Ent, ;st

3b. Cluster Using K-means

Adaptive Mean-shift:

3c. Cluster Using Adaptive Mean-shift I

Figure A.6. OSUPR Cluster Centroid Display

With Step 7 in Table A.4, OSUPR creates a number of figures that can be used to compare the cluster 
of interest to the set at large. The first of these, as seen in Figure A.7, relate to the outputs of PRCALC. It 
can be seen in Figure A.7 (b) that the values of PT in the cluster of interest are all less than 150 weeks, 
and so are fairly typical of the entire set (Figure A.7 (a)). The cluster also appears to contain the scenarios 
with the lowest values of DP (Figure A.7 (c) and (d)), and the highest values of PS (Figure A.7 (e) and
(f)). The next set of histograms, as seen in Figure A.8, examine the input parameter decisions (diversion 
rates and safeguard conditions) that led to inclusion in this cluster.
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Figure A.7. OSUPR Histograms for PRCALC Outputs, Sample Set
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Figure A.8. OSUPR Histograms for PRCALC Inputs, Sample Set
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Frames (a) and (b) of Figure A.8 show the safeguards conditions for the entire set (a) and for the 
cluster of interest (b). The default set of safeguards is represented by Condition 1, the set with Category 2 
removed is Condition 2, and the set with Category 4 removed is Condition 4. Due to the method of 
scenario creation, there are equal numbers of each condition in the entire set. It can be seen that the 
cluster of interest (Figure A.8 (b)) has a greater proportion of scenarios with safeguard Categories 2 or 4 
removed, versus all safeguards being intact. This indicates that the presence of these categories of 
safeguards is important to preventing diversion of material.

Similarly to safeguard conditions, in the entire set there are an equal number of scenarios created for 
each possible diversion rate for each target. This can be seen in Figure A.8 (c) and (e). Figure A.8 (c) and
(d) represent a target (TRU Extraction) where increased diversion under these experimental conditions 
leads to scenarios not being included in the cluster of interest. The trend is indicated with a red line across 
Figure A.8 (d). This indicates that, with all else held equal, increased diversion from TRU Extraction 
leads to less desirable outcomes for the proliferator. Figure A.8 (e) and (f) show a target (U-product 
Processing) where there is not a clear upward or downward trend, which was the case for 3 of 4 targets in 
this sample set. In this case, the diversion rate does not seem to significantly affect the outcomes for the 
proliferator.
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A.6. Modifications to PRCALC Files
Some changes are required to the 2013 version of PRCALC in order to use it with OSUPR. 

Plotting and some progress monitoring are disabled. Other changes are necessary to run PRCALC from 
the OSUPR interface. The changes described in Tables A.5-A.9 may be accomplished with a simple text 
editor. The tables are to be followed from top to bottom. For example, the listing in Table A.6 to “Change 
line 198” refers to the line that is in position 198 before new lines in positions 4-8 are added.

Table A.5. Changes Required in AutoParameterlnit.m

Type of Change Change Description

Comment lines 6-12

Add line 13 filename=char(BatchName);

Add line 14 pathname=BatchPath;

Table A.6. Changes Required in Calculation.m

Type of Change Change Description

Change line 198 PRRecordFacility,PRRecordData,BatchName,BatchPath);

Change line 1 function Calculation(Datas,batch,path)

Add line 4 global BatchName;

Add line 5 global BatchPath;

Add line 6 Data=Datas;

Add line 7 BatchPath=path;

Add line 8 BatchName=batch;
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Table A.7. Changes Required in MainPlotting.m

Type of Change Change Description

Comment lines

136-137, 154-159, 164-165, 171, 173, 178-179, 181, 187, 189, 191, 194, 
197-198, 200-201, 205-206, 208-209, 213-214, 216, 220, 228, 234, 246- 
247, 249-250, 257-258, 260-262, 265, 271, 273, 275, 277, 279, 281-282, 
284-285, 289-290, 292-293, 297-298, 300-301, 306, 314, 320, 332, 337- 
338, 340, 344-346, 351, 368, 370-371, 373, 375, 377, 379, 381-382, 384, 
386, 389, 482-483

Table A.8. Changes Required in Myode45.m

Type of Change Change Description

Comment lines 20, 507, 509-511

Table A.9. Changes Required in WriteToFile.m

Type of Change Change Description

Change line 2 PRRecordFacility,PRRecordData,BatchName,BatchPath)

Comment lines 13-14, 16-17

Add line 6 global filename;

Add line 7 global pathname;

Add line 8 filename=strcat(char(BatchName(l)),'at');

Add line 9 pathname=BatchPath;
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A.8. OSUPR Code

A. 8.1 OSUPR Scenario Creation Interface 
function varargout = OSUPR input(varargin) 
gui Singleton = 1;
gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...

' gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
'gui OpeningFcn', 0OSUPR input OpeningFcn, ...
'gui OutputFcn', 0OSUPR input OutputFcn, ...
'gui LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui State.gui Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end

if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:}) ; 

else
gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:}); 

end

% Written by Zachary Jankovsky, 2012-2014.
% The Ohio State University

function OSUPR input OpeningFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles);

global Data;
global chosenstages;
global Stages;
global Folder;
global Elements;
global Rates;
global Name;
global PRMode;
global SG;
global N;
global S;
global Info;
global InfoFolder;
global Batches;
%Sets default number of batches to 1. This saves the user from needing to 
%re-enter a "1" in the batches box (edit3) if only one batch is desired. 
Batches=l;
global infofilename; 
global OSUPRGUI_dir 
OSUPRGUI_dir=pwd;
%Adds the current path to the directories MATLAB searches for files & 
^functions. This helps with multiple batches, when a script must be called, 
addpath(OSUPRGUI_dir) 
load('ESFR Standard.mat')
^Creates strings of stage names for identification of stages in scenarios. 
%This is necessary because a given stage (ie Chopping) will not necessarily 
ioccupy the same index between all scenarios.
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Stages=
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
Stages
PRMode=
%If SG
SG=[1 0
%If no
Element
N=0;
S=0; 
return;

cell(23,1)
1.1)=cells
2.1)=cells
3.1)=cells
4.1)=cells
5.1)=cells
6.1)=cells
7.1)=cells
8.1)=cells
9.1)=cells
10.1)=cell
11.1)=cell
12.1)=cell
13.1)=cell
14.1)=cell
15.1)=cell
16.1)=cell
17.1)=cell
18.1)=cell
19.1)=cell
20.1)=cell
21.1)=cell
22.1)=cell
23.1)=cell 
1;
categories 

0 0 ] ; 
elements a 
s=[0 0 0 0

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str

LWR Spent Fuel Storage');
Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel'); 
LWR Transfer Port');
ESFR Reactor');
LWR Transfer');
Storage Basket: Spent Fuel'); 
ESFR Transfer Port');
ESFR Transfer');
Staging/Washing Area'); 
'Staging/Washing Transfer Port') 
'Staging/Washing Transfer');
'SF & NF Storage Cell');
'SF & NF Transfer Port');
'SF & NF Transfer');
'LWR SF Disassembly');
'ESFR SF Disassembly');
'Chopping');
'Electro-refiner');
'U-product Processing');
'TRU Extraction');
'Product Preparation');
'Pin Fabrication');
'Assembly');

are not disabled, they are present by default.

re selected, none are used by default. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 ] ;

function varargout = OSUPR input OutputFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
varargout{1} = handles.output;

% Toggle diversion from 1. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton3 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(1)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(1)=1; 
else

Elements(1)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 2. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton4 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(2)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(2)=1; 
else

Elements(2)=0; 
end
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return

% Toggle diversion from 3. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobuttonS Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(3)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(3)=1; 
else

Elements(3)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 4. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton6 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(4)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(4)=1; 
else

Elements(4)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 5. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton? Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(5)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(5)=1; 
else

Elements(5)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 6. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobuttonS Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(6)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(6)=1; 
else

Elements(6)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 7. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton9 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(7)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(7)=1; 
else

Elements(7)=0; 
end
return
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% Toggle diversion from 8. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton10 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(8)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(8)=1; 
else

Elements(8)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 9. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton11 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(9)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(9)=1; 
else

Elements(9)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 10. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton12 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(10)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(10)=1; 
else

Elements(10)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 11. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton13 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(11)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(11)=1; 
else

Elements(11)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 12. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton14 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(12)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(12)=1; 
else

Elements(12)=0 ; 
end
return
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% Toggle diversion from 13. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton15 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(13)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(13)=1; 
else

Elements(13)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 14. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton16 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(14)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(14)=1; 
else

Elements(14)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 15. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton17 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(15)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(15)=1; 
else

Elements(15)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 16. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton18 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(16)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(16)=1; 
else

Elements(16)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 17. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton19 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(17)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(17)=1; 
else

Elements(17)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 18. Matches number in Stages.
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function radiobutton20 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(18)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(18)=1; 
else

Elements(18)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 19. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton21 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(19)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(19)=1; 
else

Elements(19)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 20. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton22 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(2 0)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(2 0)=1; 
else

Elements(2 0)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 21. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton23 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(21)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(21)=1; 
else

Elements(21)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 22. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton24 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Elements;
Elements(22)=0;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(22)=1; 
else

Elements(22)=0; 
end
return

% Toggle diversion from 23. Matches number in Stages, 
function radiobutton25 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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global Elements;
Elements(2 3)=0 ;
if get(hObject,'Value')

Elements(23)=1; 
else

Elements(2 3)=0 ; 
end
return

% Set diversion rates.
function editl Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Rates;
%This should be numerical data (including non-integers) separated by spaces.
Rates=str2num(get(hObj ect,'String' ) ) ;
return

% Set diversion rates.
function editl CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor') ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

% Set series name.
function edit2 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Name;
%This should be a string with no spaces.
Name=get(hObj ect, 'String') ; 
return

% Set series name.
function edit2 CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor') ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

% Category 2 SG removal toggle. l=removed, 0=present 
function radiobutton26 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global SG;
if get(hObject, 'Value')

SG(2)=1; 
else

SG(2)=0 ; 
end
return

% Category 3 SG removal toggle. l=removed, 0=present 
function radiobutton27 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global SG;
if get(hObject,'Value')

SG(3)=1; 
else

SG(3)=0 ; 
end
return
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% Category 4 SG removal toggle. l=removed, 0=present 
function radiobuttonl8 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global SG;
if get(hObject, 'Value')

SG(4)=1; 
else

SG(4)=0 ; 
end
return

% Estimate number of scenarios.
% Only an approximation if there are sets with "0" as a diversion rate
% option. By permutation, a case would be created with all 0 diversion
% rates for each safeguard condition. This case is deleted.
function pushbuttonl Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global Elements;
global Rates;
global SG;
global S;
global N;
S=0;
S=sum(SG);
E=0;
N=0;
E=sum(Elements);
N=size(npermutek(Rates,E),1);
msgbox(cat(2, {'There will be approximately this many scenarios:
'},num2str(S*N))) 
return

% Choose a folder for the info file & other files. These folders were
% originally specified separately, hence the name InfoFolder.
function pushbutton? Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global InfoFolder;
global Folder;
global Name;
InfoFolder=strcat(uigetdir(pwd, 'Folder to save info file to?'), '\ ') ; 
mkdir(InfoFolder,strcat(Name,' files'))
Folder=streat(InfoFolder,Name,' files'); 
return

% Create input files. A matrix is created of all permutations of targets 
% and rates. Entries with all 0 diversion rates are removed. The first set 
% of scenarios is created and saved. These files are copied and then 
% modified for each safeguard condition. Information about the set is then 
% written to the info file.
function pushbuttons Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global PRMode;
global Data;
global Folder;
global Name;
global Elements;
global Rates;
global SG;
global Stages;
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if PRMode==l
chosenstages=cell(1,23) ; 
a=l;
for 1=1:23

if Elements(i)==1
chosenstages(a)=Stages(i) ; 

end 
a=a+l; 

end
%Delete stages that are not chosen for diversion 
chosenstages(cellfun(0isempty,chosenstages))=[];
Matrix=npermutek(Rates,size(chosenstages , 2 ) ) ;
Matrix=Matrix';
%Handle a scenario with all zero rates 
if sum(Matrix(:,1))==0 

Matrix(:,!)=[]; 
end
h = waitbar(0,'Creating first set of scenarios'); 
for i=l:length(Matrix)

waitbar(i/length(Matrix),h) 
for n=l:size(chosenstages,2)

Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(n,3)=chosenstages(n);
Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(n,4)=cellstr(num2str(Matrix(n,i))); 

end

%Writes other AutoData information to each line in ParameterSequence. 
%Default time is 50 weeks, 
for n=l:size(chosenstages,2)

Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(n, 1)=cellstr( ' 1' ) ;
Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(n, 2)=cellstr( ' DR' ) ;
Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(n,5)=cellstr('50');
Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(n,6)=cellstr(' ');

end
%Eliminates lines from ParameterSequence with rate (sigma) of 0. 
keepindex=find(str2num(char(Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(:,4)))); 
keep=cell(length(keepindex) , 6) ; 
for n=l:length(keepindex)

keep(n, :)=Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(keepindex(n) , :) ; 
end
Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence=keep;
%Saves each scenario file. Leading zeros are used where necessary to 
%make incremental numbered name 5 digits. This can be expanded for 
ilarger sets.
savefile=cell2mat([cellstr(Folder) '\ ' cellstr(Name) num2str(i,'%06d')

'.mat']);
save(savefile, 'Data') ; 

end 
end
delete(h) 

if SG(2)==1
h = waitbar(0,'Creating set of scenarios for SG condition 2'); 
folder2=streat(Folder, '2 ' ) ; 
copyfile(Folder,folder2 , 'f ' ) 
dirlis2=dir(folder2);
lengthname=length(dirlis2(3,1).name);
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ntosafeguard2=size(dirlis2,1); 
for i=3:size(dirlis2,1)

waitbar(i/size(dirlis2,1),h) 
oldname2=dirlis2(i,1).name; 
newname2=dirlis2(i,1).name;
newname2(lengthname-3:lengthname+2)=' 2.mat';
movefile(strcat(folder2,'\ ,oldname2),strcat(folder2,'\ ,newname2)) 

end
dirlis2=dir(folder2) ; 
delete(h) 

end

if SG(3)==1
h = waitbar( 0 Creating set of scenarios for SG condition 3'); 
folder3=strcat(Folder, '3') ; 
copyfile(Folder,folder3, ' f ' ) 
dirlis3=dir(folder3);
lengthname=length(dirlis3(3,1).name); 
ntosafeguard3=size(dirlis3, 1) ; 
for 1=3:size(dirlis3, 1)

waitbar(i/size(dirlis3,1),h) 
oldname3=dirlis3(i,1).name; 
newname3=dirlis3(i,1).name;
newname3(lengthname-3:lengthname+2)=' 3.mat';
movefile(strcat(folder3,'\ ',oldname3),strcat(folder3,'\ ',newname3)) 

end
dirlis3=dir(folder3) ; 
delete(h) 

end

if SG(4)==1
h = waitbar(0,'Creating set of scenarios for SG condition 4'); 
folder4=strcat(Folder,'4'); 
copyfile(Folder,folder4 , ' f ' ) 
dirlis4=dir(folder4);
lengthname=length(dirlis4(3,1).name); 
ntosafeguard4=size(dirlis4, 1) ; 
for 1=3:size(dirlis4, 1)

waitbar(1/size(dirlis4,1),h) 
oldname4=dirlis4(1,1).name; 
newname4=dirlis4(1,1).name;
newname4(lengthname-3:lengthname+2)=' 4.mat';
movefile(strcat(folder!,'\ ,oldname!),strcat(folder!,'\ ,newname!)) 

end
dirlis!=dir(folder!); 
delete(h) 

end

if SG(2)==1
h = waitbar(0, 'Modifying scenarios for SG condition 2'); 
for n=3:ntosafeguard2

waitbar(n/ntosafeguard2,h)
load(strcat(folder2, '\ ',dirlis2(n, 1) .name) )
for a=l:length(Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(: , 2) )

%Sets safeguards for electro-refiner if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(18,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 14) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,14).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 14) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR SF Disassembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(16,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 12) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Chopping if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(17,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 13) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for TRU Extraction if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(20,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 15) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Pin Fabrication if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(22,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 17) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(2,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) )
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 1) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Spent Fuel Storage if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(1,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 1) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Area if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(9,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(11,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 8) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Storage Cell if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(12,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 9) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(14,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) )
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 11) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR SF Disassembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(15,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 12) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for U-product Processing if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(19,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 15) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Product Preparation if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(21,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,16).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,16).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 16) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Assembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(23,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 18) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(5,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(3,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.DiversionInfo(l,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Reactor if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(4,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.DiversionInfo(l,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(8,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,5).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,5).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 5) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(7,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,4).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,4).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 4) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Transfer Port if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(13,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 10) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Storage Basket: Spent Fuel if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(6,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'2',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Transfer Port if there is 
diversion.

if strcmp(Stages(10,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 
for

i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 7) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item,2) :-1:1 
if

strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,7).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'2',1) 
Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 7) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 

end 
end 

end 
end
save(strcat(folder2,'\ ',dirlis2(n,1).name),'Data') 

end
delete(h) 

end

if SG(3)==1
h = waitbar(0,'Modifying scenarios for SG condition 3'); 
for n=3:ntosafeguard3

waitbar(n/ntosafeguard3,h)
load(strcat(folder3, '\ ',dirlis3(n,1) .name) )
for a=l:length(Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(: , 2) )

%Sets safeguards for electro-refiner if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(18,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,14).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,14).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 14) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR SF Disassembly if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(16,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 12) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Chopping if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(17,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 13) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for TRU Extraction if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(20,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 15) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Pin Fabrication if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(22,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 17) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(2,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 1) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Spent Fuel Storage if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(1,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 1) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Area if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(9,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(11,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 8) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Storage Cell if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(12,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 9) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(14,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 11) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR SF Disassembly if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(15,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) )
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 12) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for U-product Processing if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(19,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 15) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Product Preparation if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(21,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,16).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,16).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 16) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Assembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(23,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 18) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(5,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item,2) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Transfer Port if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(3,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.DiversionInfo(l,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(!)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Reactor if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(4,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.DiversionInfo(l,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(8,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,5).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,5).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 5) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(7,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,4).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,4).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 4) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(13,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Storage Basket: Spent Fuel if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(6,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'3',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Transfer Port if there is 
diversion.

if strcmp(Stages(10,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 
for

i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,7).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 
if

strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,7).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'3',1) 
Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 7) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 

end 
end 

end 
end
save(strcat(folder3, '\ ' , dirlis3(n, 1) .name), 'Data') 

end
delete(h) 

end

if SG(4)==1
h = waitbar(0,'Modifying scenarios for SG condition 4'); 
for n=3:ntosafeguard4

waitbar(n/ntosafeguard4,h)
load(strcat(folder4, '\ ',dirlis4(n,1) .name) )
for a=l:length(Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(: , 2) )

%Sets safeguards for electro-refiner if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(18,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,14).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,14).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,14).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR SF Disassembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(16,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 12) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Chopping if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(17,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,13).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for TRU Extraction if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(20,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Pin Fabrication if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(22,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,17).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Storage Basket: Fresh Fuel if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(2,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Spent Fuel Storage if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(1,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,1).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Area if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(9,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,6).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 6) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(11,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,8).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Storage Cell if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(12,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,9).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(14,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,11).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR SF Disassembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(15,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) ) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 12) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,12).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for U-product Processing if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(19,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,15).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Product Preparation if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(21,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 16) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,16).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,16).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Assembly if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(23,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,18).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(5,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for LWR Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(3,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.DiversionInfo(l,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Reactor if there is diversion,
if strcmp(Stages(4,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3))
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.DiversionInfo(l,2).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Transfer if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(8,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,5).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,5).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 5) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for ESFR Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(7,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,4).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,4).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 4) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for SF & NF Transfer Port if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(13,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1,10).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i)=[]; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Storage Basket: Spent Fuel if there is diversion, 
if strcmp(Stages(6,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a,3)) 

for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item,2 ) :-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,3).Safeguards.Approaches(1,2).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 3) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,2) .Item(i) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end

%Sets safeguards for Staging/Washing Transfer Port if there is 
diversion.

if strcmp(Stages(10,1),Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(a, 3) )
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for
i=size(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,7).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item,2):-1:1 

if
strncmpi(Data.Diversionlnfo(1,7).Safeguards.Approaches(1,1).Item(i),'4',1) 

Data.Diversionlnfo(1, 7) .Safeguards.Approaches(1,1) .Item(!) = [] ; 
end 

end 
end 

end
save(strcat(folder4,'\ ',dirlis4(n,1).name),'Data') 

end
delete(h) 

end

h = waitbar(0,'Moving files'); 
if SG(2)==1

copyfile(folder2,Folder, 'f ' ) 
rmdir(folder2 , ' s ' ) 
waitbar(1/4,h) 

end

if SG(3)==1
copyfile(folder3, Folder, ' f ' ) 
rmdir(folder3, ' s ' ) 
waitbar(2/4,h) 

end

if SG(4)==1
copyfile(folder4 , Folder, ' f ' ) 
rmdir(folder4 , ' s ' ) 
waitbar(3/4,h) 

end
delete(h)

global Info; 
global InfoFolder; 
global infofilename;

dirlist=dir(Folder); 
dirlist(!)=[]; 
dirlist(!)=[]; 
dirlist=dirlist'; 
num scen=size(dirlist,2);
Info.Names=cell(num seen,1);
Info.Rates=struct;
Info.Elements=Elements';
Info.Stages=Stages; 
sa=length(Matrix) ; 
if sum(SG)==2

Matrix=[Matrix,Matrix] ; 
end
if sum(SG)==3

Matrix=[Matrix,Matrix,Matrix] ; 
end
if sum(SG)==4

Matrix=[Matrix,Matrix,Matrix,Matrix];
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end

Info.Matrix=Matrix ' ;
Info.SG=SG;
SGCond=ones(sa,1) ; 
if Info.SG(2)==1

lsgcond=length(SGCond);
SGCond(lsgcond+1:sa*2)=2; 

end
if Info.SG(3)==1

lsgcond=length(SGCond);
SGCond(lsgcond+1:lsgcond+sa)=3; 

end
if Info.SG(4)==1

lsgcond=length(SGCond);
SGCond(lsgcond+1:lsgcond+sa)=4; 

end
Info.SGCond=SGCond;

h = waitbar( 0 Creating Info File'); 
for n=l:num seen

waitbar(n/num seen,h)
load(strcat(Folder,'\ dirlist(1,n).name))
Info.Names(n,l)=cellstr(dirlist(l,n).name); 
fieldname=(dirlist(1,n).name); 
fieldname=fieldname(1:end-4) ;
prolifsteps=size(Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence, 1) ;
Info.Rates.(fieldname)=cell(prolifsteps,2);

for i=l:prolifsteps
Info.Rates.(fieldname)(1,1)=Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(1,3);
Info.Rates.(fieldname)(1,2)=Data.AutoData.ParameterSequence(1,4); 

end 
end
delete(h)

infofilename=streat(Name,' info.mat');
%Save info file
savefile=streat(InfoFolder,infofilename); 
save(savefile, 1 Info 1) ;
msgbox('Done creating scenario files and info file.') 
return

% Help dialog.
function pushbuttons Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
msgbox(sprintf(['This interface allows creation and running of PRCALC input 
files.\n' ...

'1. Enter a series name, with no spaces. Ex. (without quotes) 
"truextract_l"\n' ...

'2. Enter a set of diversion rates, separating them with spaces. Ex. 
(without quotes) "0 1 1.1 2.1 3"\n' ...

'3. Choose additional safeguard conditions. A set of scenarios is always 
run with default safeguard conditions. For each selected condition, a set of 
scenarios is created with that category of safeguards removed.\n' ...

'4. Choose stage elements for diversion.\n' ...
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'5. Calculate the approximate number of scenarios. This is approximate if 
"0" is a diversion rate option, as cases with all 0 diversion rates are 
deleted.\n' ...

'6. Choose a folder where the input files and info file will be created.\n'

'7. Create PRCALC input files & info file. This step may take a few hours 
for a set of hundreds of thousands of scenarios.\n' ...

'8. Query number of cores available.\n' ...
'9. Enter number of batches to use. If a computer is to be totally utilized

for PRCALC, use the full number of cores available. If the computer becomes
unresponsive, try using 1 less batch.\n' ...

'10. Create batch files.\n' ...
'11. Run PRCALC. This step may take a few days for a set of hundreds of 

thousands of scenarios.'])) 
return

% Returns number of cores available for parallel running. Currently Windows 
% only.
function pushbutton9 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global cores;
cores=j ava.lang.Runtime.getRuntime() .availableProcessors;
msgbox(cat(2, {'There are this many cores available: '},num2str(cores)))
return

% Set number of batches.
function edit3 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

global Batches;
Batches=str2double(get(hObject,'String')); 
return

% Set number of batches.
function edit3 CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor') ) 

set (hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end
return

% Creates batch files.
function pushbuttonlO Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global Batches;
global cores;
global Folder;
global Elements;
global Stages;
global InfoFolder;
global Name;
global infofilename;
direc=pwd;
cd(InfoFolder)
batchname=cell(1, Batches) ;
filename=zeros(1, Batches) ;
dirlisting=dir(Folder) ;
dirlisting(!) = [] ;
dirlisting(!)=[];
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ntobatch=size(dirlisting, 1) ;
BatchAssign=zeros(ntobatch, 1) ;

for i=l:ntobatch
BatchAssign(i)=ceil((i/ntobatch)*Batches); 

end

for i=l:Batches
batchname(i)=cellstr(strcat(Name, ' batch ',num2 str(i),'.m'));

fullbatchname (i)=cellstr(strcat(InfoFolder,Name, ' batch ',num2str(i), ' .m') ) ; 
end

h = waitbar(0,'Saving Batch Files'); 
for n=l:Batches

waitbar(n/Batches,h)
sfile=fopen(cell2mat(batchname(n) ) , 'w ') ;
for i=ceil(1+(n-1)* (ntobatch/Batches) ) :ceil ( (ntobatch/Batches)*n) 

fprintf(sfile, ' s ' , Folder) ; 
fprintf(sfile, ' s ' , '\ ' ;
fprintf(sfile, '%s' , dirlisting(1,1) .name) ; 
fprintf(sfile,'\n'); 

end
fclose(s flie) ; 

end
delete(h)
load(infofilename)
Info.BatchAssign=BatchAssign;
Info.Batches.Cores=cores;
Info.Batches.Name=batchname';
Info.Batches.Path=InfoFolder;
ConfirmFile=cell (4,1) ;
for 1=1:length(Info.Batches.Name)

Info.ConfirmFile(i)=cellstr(strcat(infofilename(1:end-4),num2str(i))); 
end
%Save info file
savefile=streat(InfoFolder,infofilename); 
save(savefile, 1 Info 1) ; 
cd(direc)
msgbox('Done creating batch files.') 
return

function launch a bat file(batFile)
startlnfo = System.Diagnostics.ProcessStartlnfo('cmd.exe', sprintf('/c "%s"', 
batFile) ) ;
startlnfo.Windowstyle = System.Diagnostics.ProcessWindowStyle.Hidden; %// if 
you want it invisible
proc = System.Diagnostics.Process.Start(startlnfo) ; 
if isempty(proc)

error('Failed to launch process'); 
end
while true

if proc.HasExited 
break 

end
pause(.1);
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end

% Runs PRCALC. Multi-core mode is currently Windows only.
function pushbuttonll Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global InfoFolder;
global Info;
global infofilename;
global OSUPRGUI_dir;
global Batches;
cd(InfoFolder)
load(strcat(InfoFolder,infofilename))
BatchName=Info.Batches.Name;

listname=streat(infofilename(1:end-4),' list.bat');

if Batches>l
fid = fopen(listname, 'w t '); 
for i=l:Batches

listcontents=char(strcat('matlab -nosplash -sd "',OSUPRGUI dir,'" -r 
" P R C A L C D i s t R u n infofilename,''',','''',InfoFolder,''',',numlstr(i),')" 
' ) ) ;

if i~=Batches
fprintf(fid,'%s\n',listcontents); 

end
if i==Batches

fprintf(fid, '%s ' ,listcontents) ; 
end 

end
fclose(fid);
launch a bat file(listname)
for i=l:length(Info.Batches.Name)

while exist(char(Info.ConfirmFile(i)) , 'file')~=2 
pause(15) 

end 
end

elseif Batches==l 
batchnum=l;
fid = fopen(listname, 'w t ');
load(strcat(InfoFolder,infofilename))
BatchPath=Info.Batches.Path;
BatchName=Info.Batches.Name(batchnum);
Data=struct;
BackupData=struct;
Data=DataReset;
Data.OutputMessage=[];
BackupData=Data;
Info=[];

AutoData=AutoParameterInit(BatchPath,BatchName,Data.CutoffDP,Data.Sensitivity 
,Data.States.Flags);

Data.AutoData=AutoData;
Data. Reinitialization^;
Data.InstDrawingFlag=l;
AutoData=[];
Calculation(Data,BatchName,BatchPath);
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confirmfile=streat(infofilename(1:end-4),num2str(batchnum)); 
confirmfullpath=streat(InfoFolder,confirmfile); 
fclose(fopen(confirmfullpath, 'w ')); 

elseif Batches<l
msgbox(cat(2, {'The number of batches must be equal to or greater than 

1. ' } ) ) 
end

load(strcat(InfoFolder,infofilename))

for i=l:length(BatchName)
resultsname(i)=streat(BatchName(i),'at'); 

end

numruns=length(Info.Names);
PRData=zeros(8,numruns);
Facility=cell(1,numruns);
Scenario=cell(1,numruns); 
indexc=0;

for i=l:length(BatchName) 
load(char(resultsname(i))) 
for n=l:size(PRRecordData, 2 ) 

indexc=indexc+l;
PRData(1,indexc)=PRRecordData(1, n) ;
PRData(2,indexc)=PRRecordData(2 , n) ;
PRData(3,indexc)=PRRecordData(3, n) ;
PRData(4,indexc)=PRRecordData(4 , n) ;
PRData(5,indexc)=PRRecordData(5, n) ;
PRData(6,indexc)=PRRecordData(6, n) ;
PRData(7,indexc)=PRRecordData(7 , n) ;
PRData(8,indexc)=PRRecordData(8 , n) ;
Facility(1,indexc)=PRRecordFacility(1, n) ;
Scenario(1,indexc)=PRRecordScenario(1, n) ; 

end 
end

PRRecordData=PRData;
PRRecordFacility=Facility;
PRRecordScenario=Scenario;
Info.PRResults.PRRecordData=PRRecordData';
Info.PRResults.PRRecordFacility=PRRecordFacility ' ;
Info.PRResults.PRRecordScenario=PRRecordScenario'; 
savefile=streat(InfoFolder,infofilename); 
save(savefile, 1 Info 1) ;
msgbox(cat(2, {'PRCALC has finished running and all output data has been
saved to the information file.'}))
return

% Loads a previously created set of scenarios to be run. 
function pushbuttonl2 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global InfoFolder; 
global infofilename;
[infofilename,InfoFolder]=uigetfile; 
return
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A.8.2 OSUPR Clustering & Analysis Interface 
function varargout = OSUPR cluster(varargin) 
gui Singleton = 1;
gui State = struct('gui Name', mfilename, ...

'gui Singleton', gui Singleton, ...
'gui OpeningFcn' , 0OSUPR cluster OpeningFcn, ...
'gui OutputFcn', 0OSUPR cluster OutputFcn, ...
'gui LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui State.gui Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end

if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:}) ; 

else
gui mainfcn(gui State, varargin{:}); 

end

% Written by Zachary Jankovsky, 2012-2014.
% The Ohio State University

function OSUPR cluster OpeningFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles);

global datasize; 
global Type; 
global method; 
method=[0 0 0]; 
global dimensionality; 
dimensionality=3; 
global k; 
global bandwidth; 
global repetition; 
repetition=2 0; 
global OSUPRGUI_dir;
OSUPRGUI_dir=pwd; 
addpath(OSUPRGUI_dir) 
return;

function varargout = OSUPR cluster OutputFcn(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
varargout{1} = handles.output;

function pushbuttonl Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global datasize; 
global name; 
global folder;
[name, folder]=uigetfile; 
load(strcat(folder,name));
Info.PRResults.Norm=struct;
Info.FOM=struct;
Info.PRResults.Norm=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData;
DetectMin=min (Info . PRResults . Norm { • . , ! ) ,  [ ] , 1) ;
DetectMax=max (Info . PRResults . Norm { • . , ! ) ,  [ ] , 1) ;
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FailMin=min(Info.PRResults.Norm(:,2),[],1);
FailMax=max(Info.PRResults.Norm(:,2),[],1);
TimeMin=min(Info.PRResults.Norm(:,4),[],1);
TimeMax=max(Info.PRResults.Norm(: , 4) , [] , 1) ;
SuccessMin=min(Info.PRResults.Norm(:,7),[],1);
SuccessMax=max(Info.PRResults.Norm(:,7),[],1);

datasize=length(Info.PRResults.Norm(:,2));
%Populating standardized output variable: 
for 1=1:datasize

Info.PRResults.Norm(i,l)=((Info.PRResults.Norm(1,1))-DetectMin)/(DetectMax- 
DetectMin);

Info.PRResults.Norm(1,2)=((Info.PRResults.Norm(1,2))-FailMin)/(FailMax- 
FailMin);

Info.PRResults.Norm(i,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,3);
Info.PRResults.Norm(1,4)=((Info.PRResults.Norm(1,4))-TimeMin)/ (TimeMax- 

TimeMin);
Info.PRResults.Norm(i,5)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,5);
Info.PRResults.Norm(i,6)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,6);
Info.PRResults.Norm(1,7)=((Info.PRResults.Norm(1,7))- 

SuccessMin)/ (SuccessMax-SuccessMin);
Info.PRResults.Norm(i,8)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,8); 

end

%Zac Jankovsky, 2013, The Ohio State University 
%OSUPR FOM Extension

^Calculates figure of merit for a scenario according to the following 
leriteria:
%FOM=al*PSM+a2*PDM+a3*PFM+a4*PTM+a5*MTI+a6*PCM
%PSM: probability of success
%PDM: probability of detection
%PFM: probability of technical failure
%PTM: proliferation time
%MTI: material type index from PRCALC
%PCM: proliferation cost, 1 for reprocessing, 0 for no reprocessing 
%al=l.0;
%a2=-l.0;
%a3=-0.5;
%a4=0.6;
%a5=l.0;
%a6=0.2;
%PSM=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(:,7);
%PFM=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(: , 2) ;
%PDM=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData( : , 1) ;
%MTI=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(: , 3) ;
%PTM=-0.289*log(Info.PRResults.PRRecordData( : , 4) )+1.7401;
%for i=l:datasize
% if Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(i,4)>416 
% PTM(i)=0;
% end
% if Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(i,4)<13 
% PTM(i)=0;
% end 
lend
%FOM=al*PSM+a2*PDM+a3*PFM+a4*PTM+a5*MTI;
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%Info.FOM.PSM=PSM;
%Info.FOM.PFM=PFM;
%Info.FOM.PDM=PDM;
%Info.FOM.MTI=MTI;
%Info.FOM.PTM=PTM;
%Info.FOM.FOM=FOM;

%FOMMin=min(Info.FOM.FOM(
%FOMMax=max(Info.FOM.FOM(
%for i=l:datasize
% Info.FOM.FOM(i)=((Info.FOM.FOM(i))-FOMMin)/(FOMMax-FOMMin);
%end
return;

%Toggles Mean-shift method.
function radiobuttonl Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global method; 
method(1)=0; 
if get(hObject,'Value') 

method(1)=1; 
else

method(1)=0; 
end
return

IToggles adaptive Mean-shift method.
function radiobutton2 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global method; 
method(2)=0; 
if get(hObject,'Value') 

method(2)=1; 
else

method(2)=0; 
end
return

IToggles K-means method.
function radiobuttonS Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global method; 
method(3)=0; 
if get(hObject,'Value') 

method(3)=1; 
else

method(3)=0; 
end
return

function edit2 CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor') ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

%Sets bandwidth for mean-shift clustering, 
function edit3 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global bandwidth;
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bandwidth=str2num(get(handles.edit3, 'String') ) ; 
return

function edit3 CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ' ) ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

% Runs mean-shift algorithm as written by Diego Mandelli.
% Adds clustering results to Info file.
function pushbutton! Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global Info;
global dimensionality;
global bandwidth;
global datasize;
tic
%Each datapoint represents exactly one case, so the probability for each is 
%equal and they add up to 1: 
prob=zeros(1, datasize) ; 
for u=l:datasize

prob(1,u)=1/datasize; 
end
^Creates matrix to be used in clustering, of size datasize x 
^dimensionality. 3 dimensions will typically be Detection Probability,
%Proliferation Time, and Success Probability:
PR Cluster=zeros(datasize,dimensionality) ; 
if dimensionality==3 

for i=l:datasize
%Detection Probability:
PR Cluster(i,1)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,1);
%Proliferation Time:
PR Cluster(i,2)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,4);
^Success Probability:
PR Cluster(i,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,7); 

end 
end
if dimensionality==4 

for i=l:datasize
%Detection Probability:
PR Cluster(i,1)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,1);
%Proliferation Time:
PR Cluster(i,2)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,4);
^Success Probability:
PR Cluster(i,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,7);
%Figure of Merit:
PR_Cluster(i,4)=Info.FOM.FOM(i); 

end 
end

%Calling the clustering function:
[clustCentNorm,data!cluster,cluster2data,numberOfClusters,probabilities]...
=MS2Expr(PR Cluster,prob,bandwidth,datasize,dimensionality);

%Add cluster results to information file:
Info.MeanShiftlnfo=struct;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.data2cluster=data2cluster;
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Info.MeanShiftlnfo.Bandwidth=bandwidth;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.Dimensionality=dimensionality;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.DataSize=datasize;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.NumberOfClusters=numberOfClusters;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.clustCentNorm=clustCentNorm;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.cluster2data=cluster2data;
Info.MeanShiftlnfo.Probabilities=probabilities;

global name; 
global folder;
%Save info file 
savefile=[folder name]; 
save(savefile, 1 Info 1) ; 
toe
msgbox('Done running Mean-shift. ' ) 
return

%Sets K for K-means clustering.
function edits Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global k;
k=str2num(get(handles.edit5, 'String') ) ; 
return

function edits CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ' ) ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

% Runs K-means algorithm as included in MATLAB.
% Adds clustering results to Info file.
function pushbuttons Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global k;
global Info;
global datasize;
global dimensionality
global repetition;

^Creates matrix to be used in clustering, of size datasize x 
^dimensionality. 3 dimensions will typically be Detection Probability, 
%Proliferation Time, and Success Probability:
PR Cluster=zeros(datasize,dimensionality); 
if dimensionality==3 

for 1=1:datasize
%Detection Probability:
PR Cluster(1,1)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,1);
%Proliferation Time:
PR Cluster(1,2)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,4);
^Success Probability:
PR Cluster(1,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,7); 

end 
end
if dimensionality==4 

for 1=1:datasize
%Detection Probability:
PR Cluster(1,1)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,1);
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%Proliferation Time:
PR Cluster(i,2)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,4);
^Success Probability:
PR Cluster(i,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,7);
%Figure of Merit:
PR_Cluster(i,4)=Info.FOM.FOM(i); 

end 
end

[data2cluster,clustCentNorm]=kmeans(PR Cluster,k, 'Start', 'cluster', 'Replicate 
s ',repetition);

%Add cluster results to information file:
Info.Kmeanslnfo=struct;
Info.Kmeanslnfo.data2cluster=data2cluster;
Info.Kmeanslnfo.numberOfClusters=k;
Info.Kmeanslnfo.Dimensionality=dimensionality;
Info.Kmeanslnfo.DataSize=datasize;
Info.Kmeanslnfo.clustCentNorm=clustCentNorm;
Info.Kmeanslnfo.Repetitions=repetition;

global name; 
global folder;
%Save info file
savefile=[folder name];
save(savefile, 'Info') ;
msgbox('Done running K-means.')
return

% Runs adaptive mean-shift algorithm as implemented in "Mean shift based 
^clustering in high dimensions: A texture classification example."
%B. Georgescu, I. Shimshoni, P. Meerin the proceedings of ICCV 2003.

% Adds clustering results to Info file.
function pushbuttoni Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global name;
global folder;
global Info;
global datasize;
global dimensionality;
global OSUPRGUI_dir;

^Creates matrix to be used in clustering, of size datasize x 
^dimensionality. 3 dimensions will typically be Detection Probability,
%Proliferation Time, and Success Probability:
PR Cluster=zeros(datasize, dimensionality) ; 
if dimensionality==3 

for i=l:datasize
%Detection Probability:
PR Cluster(i,1)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,1);
%Proliferation Time:
PR Cluster(i,2)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,4);
^Success Probability:
PR Cluster(i,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,7); 

end 
end
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if dimensionality==4 
for i=l:datasize

%Detection Probability:
PR Cluster(i,1)=Info.PRResults.Norm(i,1);
%Proliferation Time:
PR Cluster(i,2)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,4);
^Success Probability:
PR Cluster(1,3)=Info.PRResults.Norm(1,7);
%Figure of Merit:
PR_Cluster(i,4)=Info.FOM.FOM(1); 

end 
end

filename=streat(name(1:end-4) , ' .txt') ; 
file=fopen(filename,'w '); 
fclose(file);
file = fopen(filename, 'a ') ; 
fprintf(file,num2str(datasize)) ; 
fprintf(file,' ');
fprintf(file,num2str(dimensionality) ) ; 
fprintf(file,'\n'); 
fclose(file) ;
dlmwrite(filename, PR Cluster ,'- a p p e n d d e l i m i t e r ' ');

space={' '};
phrase=strcat('fams 0 O',space,num2str(datasize),space,filename(1:end- 
41 , space, ,folder, '\" ' ) ; 
phrase=cell2mat(phrase) ;
%cd(OSUPRGUI_dir) 
system(phrase)
%cd(folder)
famsoutname=streat('out ',filename); 
adap=dlmread(famsoutname); 
clustCentNorm=unique(adap,'rows'); 
data2cluster=zeros(length(adap) , 1) ;

for 1=1:length(adap)
for j=1:length(clustCentNorm)

if mean(adap(1,:)==clustCentNorm(j,:))==1 
data2cluster(1)=j; 

end 
end 

end

%Add cluster results to information file:
Info.FAMSInfo=struct;
Info.FAMSInfo.data2cluster=data2cluster;
Info.FAMSInfo.numberOfClusters=length(clustCentNorm);
Info.FAMSInfo.Dimensionality=dimensionality;
Info.FAMSInfo.DataSize=datasize;
Info.FAMSInfo.clustCentNorm=clustCentNorm;

%Save info file 
savefile=[folder name]; 
save(savefile, 1 Info 1) ;
msgbox('Done running adaptive Mean-shift.')
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return

%Displays cluster centroids for the chosen clustering method, 
function pushbuttons Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Type; 
global Info;

if str2num(Type)==1
centroids to display=cell(length(Info.MeanShiftlnfo.clustCentNorm),1); 
for 1=1:length(Info.MeanShiftlnfo.clustCentNorm)

centroids to display(i)=cellstr(mat2str(Info.MeanShiftlnfo.clustCentNorm(i,:) 
) ) ; 

end
centroid header='DP (normalized) PT (normalized) PS (normalized)'; 
centroids cell=cell(length(Info.MeanShiftlnfo.clustCentNorm)+1,1); 
centroids cell(1)=cellstr(centroid header); 
for i=2:length(Info.MeanShiftlnfo.clustCentNorm)+1

centroids cell(i)=strcat(centroids to display(i-1)); 
end 

end

if str2num(Type)==2
centroids to display=cell(length(Info.Kmeanslnfo.clustCentNorm),1); 
for i=l:length(Info.Kmeanslnfo.clustCentNorm)

centroids to display(i)=cellstr(mat2str(Info.Kmeanslnfo.clustCentNorm(i, :) ) ) ; 
end
centroid header='DP (normalized) PT (normalized) PS (normalized)'; 
centroids cell=cell(length(Info.Kmeanslnfo.clustCentNorm)+1,1); 
centroids cell(1)=cellstr(centroid header); 
for i=2:length(Info.Kmeanslnfo.clustCentNorm)+1

centroids cell(i)=strcat(centroids to display(i-1)); 
end 

end

if str2num(Type)==3
centroids to display=cell(length(Info.FAMSInfo.clustCentNorm),1); 
for i=l:length(Info.FAMSInfo.clustCentNorm)

centroids to display(i)=cellstr(mat2str(Info.FAMSInfo.clustCentNorm(i,:))); 
end
centroid header='DP (normalized) PT (normalized) PS (normalized)'; 
centroids cell=cell(length(Info.FAMSInfo.clustCentNorm)+1,1); 
centroids cell(1)=cellstr(centroid header); 
for i=2:length(Info.FAMSInfo.clustCentNorm)+1

centroids cell(i)=strcat(centroids to display(i-1)); 
end 

end

msgbox(centroids cell) 
return

%Chooses the clustering method to investigate.
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function edit6 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
global Type;
Type=get(hObj ect, 'String') ; 
return

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit6 CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ' ) ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

%Chooses a cluster number to investigate.
function edit? Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global ClustNum;
ClustNum=get(hObj ect, 'String'); 
return

function edit? CreateFen(hObj ect, eventdata, handles) 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0, 'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ' ) ) 

set(hObj ect, 'BackgroundColor', 'white') ; 
end

^Creates plots for a chosen cluster.
function pushbutton6 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global ClustNum;
global Info;
global Type;
global datasize;
global name;
global folder;
clustnum=str2num(ClustNum);
type=str2num(Type);

%PRCALC Outputs 
if type==l 

w=l;
for i=l:datasize

if Info.MeanShiftlnfo.data2cluster(i)==clustnum
clust out hist(w,:)=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(i,:); 
w=w+l; 

end 
end 

end
if type==2 

w=l;
for i=l:datasize

if Info.Kmeanslnfo.data2cluster(i)==clustnum
clust out hist(w,:)=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(i,:); 
w=w+l; 

end 
end 

end
if type==3 

w=l;
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for i=l:datasize
if Info.FAMSInfo.data2cluster(i)==clustnum

clust out hist(w, :)=Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(i ; 
w=w+l; 

end 
end 

end

%PRCALC Inputs 
if type==l 

w=l;
for i=l:datasize

if Info.MeanShiftlnfo.data2cluster(i)==clustnum 
clust in hist(w,:)=Info.Matrix(i,:); 
clust SG hist(w,:)=Info.SGCond(i,:); 
w=w+l; 

end 
end 

end
if type==2 

w=l;
for 1=1:datasize

if Info.Kmeanslnfo.data2cluster(i)==clustnum 
clust in hist(w, :)=Info.Matrix(i, :) ; 
clust SG hist(w,:)=Info.SGCond(i,:); 
w=w+l; 

end 
end 

end
if type==3 

w=l;
for 1=1:datasize

if Info.FAMSInfo.data2cluster(i)==clustnum 
clust in hist(w,:)=Info.Matrix(i,:); 
clust SG hist(w,:)=Info.SGCond(i,:); 
w=w+l; 

end 
end 

end

%Histograms 
space={' '};

%Outputs
out hist labels=cell(1,3);
out hist labels(1)=cellstr('Probability of Detection'); 
out hist labels(2)=cellstr('Proliferation Time'); 
out hist labels(3)=cellstr('Probability of Success'); 
h=figure;
hist(clust out hist(:,1),100) 
xlabel('Probability of Detection') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(out hist labels (1),space, 'Cluster',space,num2str(clustnum) ) ) 
saveas(h,
strcat(char(out hist labels(1)),' ',num2str(type),' ',num2str(clustnum)),
'png')
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close(h) 
clear h 
h=figure;
hist(clust out hist(:,4),100) 
xlabel('Proliferation Time') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(out hist labels(2),space,'Cluster',space,num2str(clustnum))) 
saveas(h,
strcat(char(out hist labels(2)),' ',num2str(type),' ',num2str(clustnum)),
'png')
close(h)
clear h
h=figure;
hist(clust out hist(:,7),100) 
xlabel('Probability of Success') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(out hist labels(3),space,'Cluster',space,num2str(clustnum))) 
saveas(h,
strcat(char(out hist labels(3)),' ',num2str(type),' ',num2str(clustnum)),
'png')
close(h)
clear h
h=figure;
hist(Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(:,1),100) 
xlabel('Probability of Detection') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(out hist labels(1),space,'Entire Set')) 
saveas(h, strcat(char(out hist labels(1))), 'png') 
close(h) 
clear h 
h=figure;
hist(Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(:,4),100) 
xlabel('Proliferation Time') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(out hist labels(2),space,'Entire Set')) 
saveas(h, strcat(char(out hist labels(2))), 'png') 
close(h) 
clear h 
h=figure;
hist(Info.PRResults.PRRecordData(:,7),100) 
xlabel('Probability of Success') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(out hist labels(3),space,'Entire Set')) 
saveas(h, strcat(char(out hist labels(3))), 'png') 
close(h) 
clear h

%Inputs
histstage=Info.Stages(Info.Elements==l); 
histstages=strrep (histstage, ' ) ;

for i=l:size(Info.Matrix,2) 
hist(clust in hist ( :,i) ) 
xlabel('Rate (\s i gma) ') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(histstages(i) , ' - Cluster ',num2str(clustnum) ) )
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set(gca, 'XTickLabel', [unique(clust in hist(:,!))]) 
set(gca, 'XTick', [unique(clust in hist(:,1) )] ) 
saveas(gcf,

strcat(char(histstages(i) ) , ' num2str(type), ' ',num2str(clustnum) ),
close 

end

for i=l:size(Info.Matrix,2) 
hist(Info.Matrix(:,i)) 
xlabel('Rate (\s i gma) ') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat(histstages(i),' - Entire Set')) 
set(gca, 'XTickLabel' , [unique(Info.Matrix(:,!))]) 
set(gca, 'XTick' , [unique(Info.Matrix(:,!))]) 
saveas(gcf, strcat(char(histstages(i) )) , 'png') 
close 

end

hist(clust SG hist ( :,1) ) 
xlabel('Safeguard Condition') 
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title(strcat('Safeguard Conditions - Cluster ',num2str(clustnum))) 
set(gca, 'XTickLabel', [1 2 3 4]) 
set(gca, 'XTick', [1 2 3 4 ] ) 
saveas(gcf, strcat('Safeguard
Conditions',' ',num2str(type),' ',num2str(clustnum)), 'png')
close

hist(Info.SGCond( : , 1) )
xlabel('Safeguard Condition')
ylabel('Number of Scenarios')
title('Safeguard Conditions - Entire Set')
set(gca, 'XTickLabel', [1 2 3 4 ] )
set(gca, 'XTick', [1 2 3 4 ] )
saveas(gcf, strcat('Safeguard Conditions Entire Set'), 'png')
close
return

'png')
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